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Abstract
The performance of the Acoustic Emission (AE) technique was investigated to
establish its reliability in detecting and locating fatigue crack damage as well
as distinguishing between different AE sources in potential SHM applications.
Experiments were conducted to monitor the AE signals generated during fa-
tigue crack growth in coupon 2014 T6 aluminium. The influence of stress ratio,
stress range, sample geometry and whether or not the load spectrum was of
constant or variable amplitude were all investigated. Timing filters were incor-
porated to eliminate extraneous AE signals produced from sources other than
the fatigue crack. AE signals detected were correlated with values of applied
cyclic load throughout the tests. Measurements of Time difference of arrival
were taken for assessment of errors in location estimates obtained using time
of flight algorithms with a 1D location setup.
It was found that there was significant variability in AE Hit rates in otherwise
identical samples and test conditions. However common trends characteristic of
all samples could be observed. At the onset of crack growth high AE Hit rates
were observed for the first few millimetres after which they rapidly declined
to minimal values for an extended period of crack growth. Another peak and
then decline in AE Hit rates was observed for subsequent crack growth before
yet another increase as the sample approached final failure.
The changes in AE signals with applied cyclic load provided great insights into
the different AE processes occurring during crack growth. AE signals were
seen to occur in the lower two-thirds of the maximum load in the first few
millimetres of crack growth before occurring at progressively smaller values as
the crack length increased. These emissions could be associated with crack
closure. A separate set of AE signals were observed close to the maximum
cyclic stress throughout the entire crack growth process. At the failure crack
length AE signals were generated across the entire loading range.
Novel metrics were developed to statistically characterise variability of AE
generation with crack growth and at particular crack lengths across different
samples.
A novel approach for fatigue crack length estimation was developed based
on monitoring applied loads to the sample corresponding with generated AE
signals which extends the functionality of the AE technique in an area which
was previously deficient. It is however limited by its sensitivity to changes in
sample geometry.
Experiments were also performed to validate the performance of the AE tech-
nique in detecting and locating fatigue crack in a representative wing-box struc-
ture. An acousto-ultrasonic method was used to calibrate the AE wave veloc-
ity in the structure which was used to successfully locate the ‘hidden’ fatigue
crack. A novel observation was made in the series of tests conducted where
the complex propagation paths in the structure could be exploited to perform
wide area sensing coverage in certain regions using sensors mounted on differ-
ent components of the structure. This also extends current knowledge on the
capability of the AE technique.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Structures such as airframes degrade via three major mechanisms: fatigue,
environmental and accidental damage. For metallic structures, most of these
damage mechanisms eventually manifest themselves as cracks which must be
detected and rectified during maintenance. If gone unnoticed, these cracks can
propagate up to a critical length where catastrophic failure will occur.
Aircraft maintenance is currently based on either the Safe Life or Damage
Tolerant paradigms. In the Safe Life approach, the aircraft is designed to
serve for a period as long as the conservatively predicted life until the onset
of detectable damage, where the aircraft is taken out of service. This leaves
the potential period of crack growth in the structure redundant. Inspections
are however performed at fixed intervals during the service life using manual
Non Destructive Inspection (NDI) techniques to check for inadvertent damage
which will often require disassembly of complex structures to check for damage.
The presence of damage will prompt early withdrawal from service.
The Damage Tolerant approach on the other hand allows a structure to safely
sustain damage until repair can be done. This is performed at calculated
intervals of service based on a worst-case prediction of crack growth, also using
manual non-destructive inspection (NDI) techniques. If damage is detected,
the structure is repaired before the aircraft is reintroduced into service. This
process is illustrated in a schematic of crack growth over the service life of an
aircraft shown in Figure 1-1, with indications of the discrete points of inspection
after the threshold for minimum detectable damage has been exceeded.
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Figure 1.1: Damage tolerant approach to aircraft maintenance using NDT
techniques
Frequently, the result of a scheduled inspection is that no damage is found.
Thus, cost and down-time of the unnecessarily. This provides the motivation
vehicle is incurred for development of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
technologies where sensors are permanently located in structures that can per-
form continuous or on-demand diagnosis and damage detection without the
need for a human inspector to manually intervene in the structure. This is an
enabler for condition based maintenance where a structure is only taken out
of service when a maintenance action is needed, hence eliminating costly and
unnecessary precautionary inspections.
The Acoustic Emission (AE) technique is one of several technologies being
developed for the purpose of SHM. This technique is particularly attractive
because it operates passively and requires fewer sensors to cover a relatively
wide area compared with other SHM techniques. Application of this technique
to replace or augment manual NDT will however require equivalent levels of re-
liability and confidence in damage detection. This is currently largely unknown
with no equivalent representation of their probability of detection (POD) as
employed in quantitatively characterising the performance of NDT techniques.
This type of information is essential if they are to be accepted as a credible
method for use in real applications.
1.2 Research Aims and Objectives
This work aims to perform a validation and verification study on performance
of the AE technique in SHM applications. The objectives are:
2
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1. To quantitatively characterise the performance of the Acoustic Emission
(AE) technique to establish probability of detection.
2. To characterise the factors controlling AE generation during fatigue crack
growth.
3. To validate the performance of the AE technique in detecting and locating
fatigue crack in realistic structures.
1.3 Thesis Structure
An overview of the thesis structure is given in Figure 1-2, where two strands of
the theme can be seen in AE performance verification in coupon test samples
and AE performance validation in a realistic structure. In Chapter 2, a litera-
ture review focused on the AE technology, its application in damage detection,
location and characterisation as well as the sources of variability in AE mon-
itoring was conducted. Fatigue crack damage in metallic structures was also
reviewed.
The experimental methodology employed for both tests performed on coupon
samples as well as those on a representative wing-box structure are given in
Chapter 3. Test variables and testing configurations are also given here.
The results for the tests performed on the coupon samples are given in Chapters
4 and 5 in terms of fatigue crack detection and location as well as AE source
classification. Chapter 6 provides the results from a series of ‘blind’ tests
performed to detect and locate fatigue crack in complex wing-box structure.
Chapter 7 discusses the results presented in the preceding chapters in the
context of AE performance verification and validation. The conclusions drawn
and contributions made from the work in this thesis are presented in Chapter
8.
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Figure 1.2: Thesis structure overview
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
A literature review focused on the AE technology, its application in damage
detection, location and characterisation as well as the sources of variability
in AE monitoring was conducted in this chapter. Fatigue crack damage in
metallic structures is the primary failure mode considered in this study and a
review was also conducted.
2.2 Acoustic Emission Monitoring
Acoustic Emissions (AE) are a burst of ultrasound signals with significant
energy levels between about 100 kHz to 1 MHz which arise due to mechanical
deformation of a material which leads to a transient release of stored elastic
energy from that localized region [1]. These AE signals propagate through
the object subjected to load and are dependent on the material properties,
geometry and the source characteristics [2]. There are two typical types of AE
signals; continuous and burst [2; 3] as illustrated in Figure 2-1. The Burst
AE signals are characterised by a quick rise to maximum amplitude close the
start of the signal and then a gradual decline with increase in time. These are
qualitatively associated with discrete AE events. The continuous signals are
characterised by quasi-random amplitude levels for the entire duration of the
signals and are qualitatively associated with time-overlapping AE events.
5
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Figure 2.1: Typical AE signals (a) burst and (b) continuous
2.2.1 Wave Propagation Theory
The subject of wave propagation is well understood across several disciplines
which apply electromagnetic or mechanical waves for transfer of energy; details
are available in literature [4; 5]. Acoustic emission signals are a type of sound
wave which is classified as mechanical. Sound waves can travel in a variety
of elastic media by means of particle motion which is governed by Navier’s
equations of elasticity given in Equation 2-1 [6]. This is a partial differen-
tial equation representing displacement in a linear, elastic, homogenous and
isotropic body with an external force applied. Solutions for this equation need
to be obtained which also satisfies the boundary conditions of the propagating
medium [7].
(λ+ µ)uj,ij + µui,jj + ρfi = ρui (2.1)
Where,
i,j - 1,2,3
ui - Cartesian components of the particle displacement vector
λ, µ - Material parameters representing elastic properties of the medium
ρ - Density of the material
ρfi - Applied force
6
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Studies have been conducted to characterise wave propagation in finite, semi-
finite and infinite media.
2.2.2 Infinite medium
Elastic waves in infinite media, commonly referred to as bulk or body waves
because they propagate in the ‘bulk’ of the material, fundamentally exist as lon-
gitudinal (compression or primary) and transverse (shear or secondary) wave
modes [2; 8]. Schematics of these 4 wave modes are illustrated in Figure 2-2
and Figure 2-3 respectively. The longitudinal wave mode propagates as a suc-
cession of compression, where there is an increase in the medium’s density, and
rarefaction (reduction of the medium’s density) of inter-atomic spacing along
the direction of wave travel. The transverse wave mode on the other hand
propagates as an oscillatory shearing motion between successive atomic planes
perpendicular to the propagation direction.
Direction of propagation
CompressionRarefaction
Wavelength Particle oscillation direction
Figure 2.2: Longitudinal wave mode propagating in an infinite medium
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Figure 2.3: Transverse wave mode propagating in an infinite medium
The velocities of these wave modes are dependent on material properties as
given by the following expressions [9].
CL =
√
E(1− v)
p(1 + v)(1− 2v) (2.2)
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CT =
√
E
2p(1 + 2v)
(2.3)
Where,
E - Young’s modulus
ρ - Density
ν - Poisson’s ratio
2.2.3 Semi-finite Medium
The introduction of boundaries causes interactions between the interfaces and
the waves by way of reflection, refraction as well as conversions between modes
which guide wave propagation [10]. Some examples of guided waves in semi-
infinite media are Rayleigh, Love and Interface waves which include Sholte and
Stonely waves.
Rayleigh Waves
These waves propagate along the plane surface of an elastic solid with the
inter-atomic particles moving normal to the surface and the wave amplitude
decreasing exponentially as the distance from the surface increases, as illus-
trated in Figure 2-4. An example can be found in waves travelling on the
surface of water as a result of a stone thrown into it.
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Figure 2.4: Rayleigh surface waves propagating in a semi-infinite medium
Interface Waves
These waves occur at the interface between two semi-infinite media. They
are referred to as Stonely waves when the occur between two solid media as
illustrated in Figure 2-5 and Scholte waves when they occur between a solid
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and a liquid medium [11]. The amplitude of these waves decay rapidly with
increased distance from the interface. They are also slightly dispersive, so that
the waves at different frequencies propagate at different velocities [12]. An
application for this kind of wave can be found in Non Destructive Evaluation
(NDE) of boreholes.
Interface
Figure 2.5: Stonely waves propagating at the interface between two solid
semi-infinite media
Love Waves
These waves which can occur in semi-infinite media with an elastic layer [13].
They are similar to the transverse (shear) waves where displacement by the
wave is perpendicular to the plane of wave propagation; however this is under-
pinned by particle movement is in the horizontal direction [14]. They are also
referred to as horizontally polarised shear (SH) waves. An illustration of this
wave is shown in Figure 2-6.
Direction of propagation
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Figure 2.6: Love waves propagating in a semi-infinite medium
Application of this kind of wave is most common in the field of seismology
where horizontal shifting of the earth can be observed during earthquakes.
2.2.4 Finite Medium
A medium bounded by two surfaces can couple surface waves on its boundaries
to produce more complex propagation modes called Lamb waves [2;8]. These
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waves fundamentally occur in the symmetric (extensional or S0) and asymmet-
ric (flexural or A0) wave modes as illustrated in Figure 2-7. However in theory
an infinite number of higher order modes can also exist in the medium.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: (a) Symmetric (extensional) (b) Anti-symmetric (flexural) wave
modes
Application for this kind of waves can be found in the field of Non-destructive
Testing (NDT) where techniques such as Acoustic Emission and Guided Ul-
trasonic testing are being developed for a variety of applications.
2.3 Properties of Guided Waves
2.3.1 Dispersion
Waves generated in plate structures travel at velocities which are dependent on
material properties as well the thickness of material. A wave packet travelling
in a structure can have a different velocity from the individual waves in the
packet [15]. The velocities of the individual waves are termed phase velocity
and that of the wave packet called group velocity. For an isotropic and homo-
geneous plate the extensional and flexural wave group velocities are given by
the following expressions [16-18].
C(ω)e =
√
E
ρ(1− ν) (2.4)
C(ω)f =
[
Eh2
12ρ(1− ν)ω
2
] 1
4
(2.5)
Where,
C(ω)e - Extensional mode
C(ω)f - Flexural mode
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E - Young’s modulus
h - Thickness
ρ - Density
ν - Poisson’s ratio
Dispersion curves can be generated for a variety of structures and materials
which show the relationship between velocity and the product of frequency and
thickness.
2.3.2 Attenuation
The amplitude of guided waves as they travel through a medium can be ex-
pected to decrease with increased distance of propagation. One factor con-
tributing to this process is due to geometric spreading of the wave-front [6].
This is because waves generated from a localised source travels in all directions
away from the source and the wave’s finite energy is distributed over a much
wider area with increased distance travelled and the amplitude of wave-front
is decreased as a result.
Attenuation of guided waves can also occur due to a variety of energy loss mech-
anisms such as conversion from mechanical to thermal energy due to internal
friction. Another source of attenuation could be attributed to dispersion.
Waves propagating in media containing complex boundaries and discontinuities
would cause interactions at these features by way of scattering and diffraction
which can also lead to a decrease in resulting amplitude wave. Attenuation due
to both phenomena is difficult to characterise and has led to more empirical
approaches to account for this kind of attenuation [6].
2.4 Damage monitoring using Acoustic Emis-
sion
The acoustic emission technique is used as a passive method for damage sensing
by monitoring AE signals generated from a damage site using sensors bonded
to the structure subjected to load. Advances in hardware and software have
spurred AE research along three major themes; damage detection [19-21], lo-
cation [22-28] and characterization [29-36].
11
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2.4.1 Damage detection
The AE signals are sensed by transduction of dynamic local material displace-
ment, caused by stress wave motion, to electrical signals which are measured at
particular sampling rates. Different types of sensors have been developed based
on different transduction methods. Commercially available AE sensors include
non-contact optical sensing which measures surface displacement based on the
Doppler Effect of an incident light beam [19; 37], fibre optic sensing based on
Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) techniques [20; 38; 39] and piezoelectric sensing
which generates electric signals as a result of mechanical strain on piezoelec-
tric elements [21]. Other sensing methods include capacitive [40] and Micro
Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) transducers [41]. Piezoelectric sensors
appear to be most commonly used although the difference in performance
compared with other sensor types is not clear. Initial research efforts in dam-
age detection using AE started in the 1950s and 1960s [42; 43] however the
development process has stuttered along with parallel advances in electronics
and computing with present commercial systems able to operate across the
entire AE frequency spectrum, with sampling rates up to 20 MS/s [44]. This
technique has evolved over time and found applications in monitoring civil,
aerospace, pressure vessels and pipeline structures [45; 46].
Acoustic emission testing is applied in Non Destructive Evaluation (NDE) of
structures by subjecting them to static loads and monitoring the AE signals
generated [42]. Examples of successful applications include detecting and locat-
ing active discontinuities in pressure vessels and monitoring resistance of welds
during welding or cooling [47]. As a result the American Society for Testing
Materials (ASTM) has developed standards for performing various tests using
acoustic emission monitoring [48; 49].
Two major principles have been derived from such applications of AE testing as
illustrated in Figure 2-8 which shows a schematic plot of cumulative AE against
applied static load. The Kaiser Effect can occur when a particular level of load
is applied to an object and then removed; additional acoustic emissions cease
to occur until the previous maximum load is exceeded [47]. This can be seen
between points B-C-B in Figure 2.8. The Felicity Effect is an exception to the
Kaiser Effect which occurs in composite materials. It is observed when acoustic
emissions re-emerge, after unloading and reloading of an object, even before
the previous maximum stress is attained [47]. This can be observed between
12
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points D-E-F, as illustrated in Figure 2.8, and is characterised by the Felicity
Ratio which is the ratio of the stress where the acoustic emissions re-emerged
to the previous maximum stress.
Load
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Figure 2.8: Cumulative AE history with applied load showing the Kaiser
effect (B-C-B) and felicity effect (D-E-F)
AE monitoring has also been applied to test components and structures under
dynamic loading as a means for damage detection [50-52]. This capability has
often been demonstrated on simple test specimens with much fewer studies
performed on realistic aircraft structures. Notable examples include Holford et
al. (2009) [53] and Atherton et al. (2005) [54] where damage monitoring using
AE was performed on a landing gear and wing structures respectively.
Other characteristic principles of AE have been demonstrated under dynamic
loading, most notably in the area fatigue crack prognosis. Morton et al.
(1973) showed a correlation between AE count rates per loading cycle (dη/dN)
recorded within 10% of the peak load, and stress intensity factor range as
expressed in Equation 2.6. In conjunction with the well established correla-
tion between fatigue crack growth rates (da/dN) and stress intensity factor
range ∆k [30], the potential of the AE technique has been shown in predicting
remaining useful fatigue life of a test component based on short term AE mon-
itoring [31; 55-57]. Yu et al. (2011) showed that AE signal energy rates per
cycle de/dN gave more accurate fatigue life prediction results than AE count
rates per loading cycle (dc/dN).
13
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dη
dN
= B(∆k)p (2.6)
Where,
∆k - Stress intensity factor range
η - Counts i.e. number of time the AE signal amplitude exceeds a particular
threshold
N - Number of fatigue load cycles
B,p - Material constants [31;56]
Acoustic Emission event sources can be located using a variety of techniques
based on measurements of the time difference of arrival (TDOA) of the AE
signals at different sensors in an array. The start of the signal is usually
detected by means of first threshold crossing (FTC), where the amplitude of the
transient signal exceeds a predetermined threshold. A threshold-independent
method called the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was developed by Kurz
et al. (2005) [58] for detecting the onset of a signal. This was performed by
dividing the signal into two parts at a point t and the variance of the sections
is calculated as expressed in Equation 2.7 which represents their similarity in
entropy [58]. Minimum AIC(t) is expected at the onset of a signal.
AIC(t) = tlog10(var(x[1; t])) + (T − t− 1)log10(var(x[t;T ])) (2.7)
Where,
var(x) - Variance
t - Point of partition
The most basic application is in zonal location of an AE event, where its
location is associated with the vicinity of a particular sensor when AE signals
are detected at that sensor before others in the same array [47;59]. The results
obtained with this approach are however ambiguous as they only indicate a
possible direction of the source and not a particular location.
Tobias et al. (1976) [60] developed a generic method for determining AE source
location using TDOA measurements and demonstrated 2D location using an
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array of three sensors. This approach can be used to determine the 1D, 2D
and 3D locations of an AE event using a distributed array of AE sensors.
Two sensors are typically used for 1D location of an AE event as illustrated
in Figure 2-9 and this can be calculated using the expression in Equation 2.8.
However, Baxter et al. (2007) [27] demonstrated 1D location of AE events
with only one sensor using the single sensor modal analysis location (SSMAL)
method, where the time delay between the fundamental wave modes (S0 and
A0) was used to calculated the distance of the AE source from the sensor, given
a known wave velocity. This technique is most effective in applications where
the AE signals generated propagate over long distances and the differences in
wave velocities of the wave modes create even greater time delays which make
them more distinguishable.
Figure 2.9: 1D AE source location using an array of two sensors
d =
1
2
(D −∆tV ) (2.8)
Where,
V - Wave velocity
The 2D and 3D locations of AE events require a minimum of 3 and 4 AE
sensors respectively [61]. These could be determined by solving a set of non-
linear equations shown in Equations 2-9, 2-10 and 2-11. [22]. Figure 2-10
illustrates an example of 2D location using TDOA measurements from a 4-
sensor array.
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Figure 2.10: 2D AE source location using an array of four sensorss
di =
√
(xi − xo)2 + (yi − yo)2 (2.9)
tj = t1 ±∆1,j(j = 2, 3, 4) (2.10)
ti = t
di
V
(i = 1, ..., k) (2.11)
Where,
V - Wave velocity
xi, yi - Sensor locations
xo, yo - AE event location
k - Number of sensors
The AE technique is typically applied to determine 2D location of AE events
occurring in the area within a sensor array. However, Aljets et al. (2012)
[59] developed a technique for performing 2D location on large plate structures
using closely positioned sensors in a triangular array with extended coverage.
This involves firstly performing zonal location to determine the direction of an
AE source and then the distance is evaluated using time delay measurements
between the fundamental wave modes at each sensor respectively. This method
was demonstrated on a 1300 x 900 mm x 2.5 mm carbon fibre epoxy plate
however the accuracy of location estimates was not reported.
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There are two main challenges in performing AE source location which relate to
the accuracy in obtaining timing measurements and estimation of propagating
wave velocity. Baxter et al. (2007) [27] developed the “Delta T” method
for AE source location in anisotropic structures which are known to have non-
uniform wave velocities. This was done by creating AE events from an artificial
source and recording the TDOA values at distributed locations. A look-up
map was constructed from the TDOA values between various pairs of sensors
and was used as a reference for actual AE events occurring in the component.
Application of this technique showed an error of 1.77% compared to 4.81%
obtained using the conventional location method.
Ciampa et al (2010) [22] developed a frequency-time based method for mea-
suring TDOA values using the squared modulus of the Continuous Wavelet
Transform (CWT) to obtain the highest local energy content of waveforms
recorded at each transducer. Correlating these points in the time domain cor-
responds to the time of arrival of each wave from which TDOA values can
be calculated. Application of this method in locating AE events in a quasi-
isotropic Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) panel and a sandwich plate
showed maximum errors of less than 2% and 1% respectively.
2.4.2 Acoustic Emission characterisation
Acoustic emission signals can be characterised by various features extracted
from the signals. A schematic of a typical AE signal is illustrated in Figure 2-11,
showing basic features of signal duration and amplitude. Additional features of
the signals can be extracted in the frequency domain as well as others derived
from combinations of existing features as a function of the source mechanism
responsible for generating the respective AE signals. However, considerable
variability in the magnitude of these features can be expected even in signals
from similar sources which create a challenge in uniquely identifying AE signals.
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Figure 2.11: Acoustic emission signals with basic features of amplitude and
duration
Application of the AE technique in realistic structures has a significant chal-
lenge in discriminating between genuine AE signals relating to an existing
damage from other AE signals relating to benign mechanisms such as sliding
at a joint of an assembled structure subject to load for example. Procedures
have been developed to filter out noise from genuine AE signals based on their
features. Fowler et al. (1989)[132] developed the Swansong filter which identi-
fies groups of AE signals using combinations of their amplitude and duration
predefined in specific ranges [56]. This method employs subjective values to
configure the filter bounds depending on the application which may not be
robust given the variability in these AE signal features.
With as many as 14 features derived from each AE signal, visualising geo-
metric the properties of these features relating to each other which potentially
demarcate AE signals from different sources are not easily comprehensible due
to limited human cognition in a high multi-dimensional space. Advance data
processing methods have been applied to AE data to optimise discrimina-
tion of AE signals recorded from different sources. Common methods adopted
are Principal Component Analysis (PCA) which is used to perform multi-
dimensional feature reduction [62], k-means for clustering [63; 64] and Kernel
Density Estimation for visualising clusters [65].
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
This is a mathematical procedure used to transform a multi-dimensional data
set into latent variables of reduced dimension with the greatest variance of the
original data set represented in the first latent variable, the second greatest
variance represented in the second latent variable, and so on. Each latent
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variable, also known as Principal Component, is a linear combination of the
original data variables but computed orthogonal to each other. Details of the
PCA method can be found in Nabney (2004) [62]. It is performed in the
following steps:
• Calculate the mean of each variable in the data set and then subtract
each observation from the means of their respective variables. This will
adjust the data set to be centred on its mean.
• Determine the covariance matrix of the resulting data in step i.
• Determine eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
• Derive latent data set
Each principal component represents a portion of the overall variance of the
original data set which tends to decrease with increased number of principal
components. A trade off needs to be made between the number of reduced
latent variables (principal components) required and the percentage variance
sufficient for analysis.
PCA has been applied to AE data to aid discrimination when AE signals are
detected from different sources. Pullin et al. (2008) [66] applied PCA to AE
data generated from several artificial sources in complex landing gear compo-
nents of an aircraft and a clear distinction was observed between each of them.
Analysis of data recorded on one sensor was recommended due to differences
in sensor response and propagation path which can affect the features of the
signals.
K-Means clustering
This method is used to partition a data set into k clusters with each observation
located in a cluster with the nearest mean. It is a very mature technique and
widely used across several fields; details can be found in Nabney (2004) [64].
Clustering is performed by first of all assigning initial values of mean of the k
number of clusters and then the algorithm is implemented iteratively in two
steps until the solution converges [64]:
• Assign each observation to the cluster with the nearest mean
• Calculate the new means for each of the k clusters which will become
their new centroid.
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Anastassopoulos et el. (2000) [67] developed an algorithm for unsupervised
classification of AE signals from different sources. This involved performing
feature reduction using PCA and clustering using the k-means method. The
number of target clusters used in this procedure was estimated using the and
criteria [67; 68]. The resulting partitions of the data are used to train a neural
network for classification of subsequently recorded data. This algorithm has
been reported to successfully classify AE signals from a variety of mechanisms
which includes coating fracture, delamination and fatigue crack [68; 69].
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
This is a non-parametric method for estimating the probability density function
of a random variable, which enables visualisation of the underlying probability
distribution. Details of this technique can be found in Botev et al. (2010) [65].
It can be applied to both univariate and multivariate data sets in two steps:
• Assign a kernel function to each observation in the data set
• Sum all the kernels to obtain the density function
Holford et al. (2009 [53]) applied this method to AE data obtained from a
fatigue test performed on an aircraft landing gear component. This was used
to visualise the distribution of the 2D location estimates.
2.5 Fatigue cracks in metallic structures
Stress concentrations occur around geometric discontinuities in structures, for
example notches, as they are subjected to tensile loading. This can result in
local maximum stresses which exceed its elastic limit and will result in areas
of permanent plastic deformation also known as plastic zones, with its size and
shape expected to change with increased crack length and applied load [70].
Engineered metallic structures, like aircraft for example, contain a vast amount
of such stress concentrations.
Fatigue is the process whereby if a component is subjected to repeated alter-
nating stress, even though less than the values required to cause failure from a
single load application, cracks can develop and grow to a critical length where
spontaneous and catastrophic failure occurs [71]. Fatigue tests are conducted
on specimens of different materials to characterise their fatigue performance
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under constant amplitude loading [72; 73]. The data can be represented as
plots of applied stress range versus number of cycles to cause failure, which
can range from less than 10 cycles to over 108 cycles. The amplitude of the
load cycles has a significant effect on fatigue performance and is characterised
by the ratio of the minimum stress to maximum stress which is also termed
the Stress ratio (R).
There are two main stages of fatigue life which are known as Crack Initiation
and Crack Growth [74]. The scope of this thesis is focused on the crack growth
phase. A schematic of a typical plot of crack growth with applied load cycles
is illustrated in Figure 2-12 where an exponential relationship can be seen,
which shows that the majority of crack growth occurs in the final few percent
of fatigue life.
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Figure 2.12: Crack growth versus applied load cycles
The principles governing crack growth are well understood in the field of frac-
ture mechanics and extensive details are covered in available literature [70].
Figure 2-13 illustrates a schematic of a crack in an infinite plate under tensile
load with denotations of stress tensors. The general solution of the resulting
linear elastic stress field is given by Equations 2.12 and 2.13 [70]. The constant
K and β are dependent on general solution of the resulting linear elastic stress
field is given by the geometry of the specific problem. The magnitude of stress
at any point around the crack tip is directly proportional to the K constant
which is known as the stress intensity factor.
σij =
K√
2pir
f(θ) (2.12)
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Figure 2.13: Crack in an infinite plate
K = σ
√
piaβ (2.13)
Where,
a - Crack length
σ - Stress
Fracture of a specimen will occur when k reaches a critical value denoted by
KI C . This is used as a measure for the crack resistance of a Fracture of a
specimen will occur when K reaches a critical value material. Fatigue crack
growth prior to the point of failure can be characterised using Paris Law, shown
in Equation 2.14 [74], which correlates the crack tip stress intensity range to
the crack growth rates. The stress intensity range (∆K) can be calculated by
substituting stress range (∆σ) for bulk stress (σ) in Equation 2.10 [74; 75].
da
dN
= C∆Km (2.14)
Where,
a - Crack length
N - Number of fatigue cycles
k - Stress intensity factor
A schematic of a typical fatigue crack growth rates curve is shown in Figure
2-14. The three stages known to occur are indicated as well as the effect of
increasing R ratio. Stage I is also known as the short crack propagation stage
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where crack growth is along the high shear stress plane, 45 degrees to the
applied load, and dependent on the microstructure of the material [74]. In
Stage II crack growth follows stress intensity factor reaches a critical value
(kIC) where crack growth Paris Law with increased stress intensity factor and
in Stage III the accelerates and catastrophic failure will occur. As illustrated
in Figure 2-14, increasing R ratio will result in increased crack growth rates in
all regions of the curve. This effect is most significant in Stages I and III [74;
76].
Fatigue crack are also known to start off in a plane perpendicular to the direc-
tion of loading, however after some time it start rotating around the direction
of propagation until it attains an angle of 450 [77], as illustrated in Figure 2-15.
This occurs as a result of a change in the stress state at the crack tip from
triaxial, also referred to as plane strain, to biaxial or plane stress [78; 79].
Figure 2.14: Schematic of a typical fatigue crack growth curve
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Figure 2.15: Crack rotation from tensile to shear mode
Crack closure behaviour, where the crack faces contact each other, can be ex-
pected even in global tension stress fields during fatigue crack propagation [75].
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This phenomenon can be attributed to plastic zone formation in a specimen
under fatigue loading, where compressive residual stresses are experienced in
this region and causes reduced crack opening than would be expected in the
case of static loading. With increased number of applied load cycles the crack
would grow through this region of plasticity, leaving in its wake plastically
deformed material which can cause the crack surfaces to come in contact with
each other [75]. Figure 2-16 illustrates a schematic of a load cycle with indica-
tions of stress intensity parameters. The difference between Kopening and Kmin
indicates the indicates the period in the load cycles where the crack is closed.
The extent of crack closure is represented as the ratio of Kopening or Kclosing to
Kmax. Which will be equal to the nominal stress ratio (R) when crack closure
does not occur.
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Figure 2.16: Crack closure occurring in load cycle
The vast majority of fatigue tests are conducted using constant amplitude load-
ing [80]; however in real applications, loads of varying amplitudes are experi-
enced. Standardised spectra for different applications include TWIST which is
representative of the load history of the wing root of a transport aircraft and
FALSTAFF which is representative of the load history of the wing root of a
fighter aircraft. Figure 2-17 [81] illustrates some load sequences of a standard-
ised FALSTAFF load spectrum which is characterised by low amplitude cycles,
including a few of them entering compression, with intermittent excursions to
greater loads.
Under such variable amplitude loading conditions crack closure behaviour can
also be expected, due to large zones of reversed plasticity created as a result
of application and removal of large load excursions, which also causes crack
retardation [72].
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Figure 2.17: FALSTAFF variable amplitude loading spectrum
2.6 Acoustic Emission generation from cracks
Acoustic Emission (AE) signals generated during fatigue crack growth in metal-
lic structures are monitored to detect the presence of damage and the sources of
these signals are classified as either primary or secondary [2; 82]. Primary AE
sources are generally associated with fracture mechanisms occurring around
the crack tip which includes crack extension [33; 83; 84] and deformation of
plastic zone around the crack tip which results to local failure of second phase
particles [3; 33;85]. Secondary AE sources on the other hand are related to
crack closure processes which results in fretting of crack surfaces [2; 69; 84].
Scruby et al [84] conducted a study to characterise AE generated from crack
extension during fatigue crack growth in 7010 aluminium alloy. It was con-
cluded that crack extension is not the dominant source of AE from fatigue
crack growth since ductile tearing of the material occurs in every loading cycle
and the rate of recorded AE was much lower, an average of about 1 AE signal
in 20 cycles.
Morton et al. (1973) showed that the correlation between AE count rate per
loading cycle dη/dN for AE signals recorded with 10% of the peak load, and
stress intensity range (∆K) was better than the correlation between AE count
rate dη/dN and crack growth rate da/dN. This suggests that the AE signals
observed were more closely related to the crack tip plastic volume [30].
Several studies have been conducted to investigate sources of AE during plastic
deformation in aluminium alloys [3; 51; 83; 85; 86]. McBride et al (1981). [3]
and Lugo et al. (2011) [51] similarly presented results that showed generation of
AE from fatigue crack to be dependent on the existence and size of inclusions in
aluminium alloys. McBride et al. (1981) [3] observed the influence of material
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strength on the fracture of inclusions and the consequent generation of AE and
a strong correlation was made between the number of fractured inclusion and
the number of AE signals recorded.
Fretting of crack surfaces may also be expected during fatigue crack growth
which could be dependent on crack closure. AE signals generated from this
source are generally considered to be of the continuous type [3; 46; 57]. Moor-
thy et al. (1994) [33] noted that AE signals can be generated from plasticity-
induced closure, which is more prominent in plane stress, as well as asperity
or roughness-induced closure, which results from a mismatch between crack
surfaces as a function of the coarse microstructure of a material. Quantitative
studies on the contribution of these processes were not uncovered in prepara-
tion of this thesis.
Daniel et al.[87] and Han et al.[52] conducted investigations on trends exhibited
by AE signals generated during fatigue crack growth in aluminium and welded
steel samples respectively. Both studies presented results indicating 3 stages
in accumulated AE signals over a period of applied cyclic load. Daniel et al.
showed that Stage 1 was characterised by a rapid increase in number of AE
signals generated at the start of crack growth, which lasted for about 15% of
the sample’s fatigue life, and then significantly fewer AE signals were observed
in Stage 2 which lasted for about 65% of its fatigue life. Stage 3 occupied the
final 20% of its fatigue life, where an increase in AE signals was observed.
2.7 Damage inspection of aircraft
Fatigue damage invariably occurs in aircraft structures and maintenance is
triggered by inspections using Non Destructive Testing (NDT) techniques to
manually check for damage at fixed service intervals. The reliability of the
inspection process is assessed by the performance of the NDT techniques as well
as their operators using Probability of Detection (POD) curves. This is defined
as the probability of detecting damage, fatigue crack for example, in a given
size group under inspection conditions and procedures specified [88]. It can
be derived using either the Binary (hit/miss) or the signal response methods
[89]. The hit/miss POD method considers binary indications of the presence
or absence of damage at various levels of severity and binomial regression is
applied to derive a probabilistic relationship. The signal response method on
the other hand correlates signal response measurements with various levels of
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damage and a probabilistic relation is derived using linear regression techniques
[89].
The POD curves generated are typically monotonically increasing with increase
in crack length and confidence intervals are also determined [90]. The perfor-
mance of NDT techniques is judged by the crack length (a90/95) which gives a
90% POD and 95% lower confidence, denoted by (a90/95). A schematic of POD
curves derived using these methods are shown in Figure 2-18 with indication
of a90/95.
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Figure 2.18: Schematic of a typical POD curve with lower confidence bound
Although scheduled maintenance is successfully applied based on manual in-
spections using NDT techniques; however there are some significant disadvan-
tages which include the following:
• Cost and effort to disassemble complex structures to gain access to re-
stricted areas
• Risk of inflicting damage in the process
• Cost of aircraft down-time when damage is not found.
• Errors due to variation in competence of operators
2.8 End-to-end variability in AE monitoring
The AE monitoring process begins with the AE signals being generated from
a damage mode of interest and ends with the information obtained from the
processed signal. Intermediate steps include mainly propagation through a
medium and then detection by a sensor. The performance of the technique
in damage detection and location is influenced by complex transfer functions
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between the source and processed signal [45]. These can be grouped as AE
signal generation [53], propagation medium [27], signal-sensor coupling [91;
92] and data processing [45], as illustrated in Figure 2-19.
AE signal generation from fatigue cracks can be produced as a result of pro-
cesses such as fracture of inclusions, crack closure or crack extension occur-
ring during fatigue crack propagation [47]. Depending on material properties,
physical geometry and loading configurations, the prevalence of AE from these
sources may be affected. Also, the integrity of sensor coupling with the struc-
ture can also compromise AE detection [92].
Figure 2.19: Sources of variability in the output of the AE system
Material properties and component geometry can affect the dispersion proper-
ties of AE signals from which the wave velocity is derived and used as an input
in triangulation algorithms for determining AE event location estimates. Wave
velocity calibration methods have been developed for improving the perfor-
mance of this technique in anisotropic test samples, as well as those containing
geometric features [27].
A survey of SHM techniques including AE was conducted and presented in
Appendix A. It was interesting to find that there was a general lack of quanti-
tative information on the performance of the various techniques with a lopsided
emphasis on damage sensitivity. There were very few examples where the re-
liability and confidence of techniques were demonstrated.
Scholey et al. (2009) applied a predictive modelling approach to quantifying the
performance of AE systems on plate-like structures. This involved simulation of
a source waveform at many different locations relative to the AE sensors, taking
into account known attenuation characteristics of the medium. Performance
was evaluated by areas of AE signal generation where they were successfully
detected at the sensors as well as location error. This study however did
not take into account the variability associated with AE generation from a
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particular source like fatigue crack for example.
Pullin et al. (2007) explored the Confidence of Detection (COD) of AE test-
ing by means of examining clusters of location estimates from detected signals
over a specific area. This involved creating a COD matrix consisting of cluster
size and cluster threshold, number of AE events required to form a cluster,
which is interpreted as ‘high’ COD where the predetermined cluster threshold
is exceeded for smaller cluster sizes. This methodology is heavily dependent on
the accuracy of the AE events location estimates which was not characterised.
Pullin et al. (2007) and Scholey et al. (2009) were the only studies uncovered
in the preparation of this thesis addressing the performance of fatigue crack
detection using AE. Apparently, there are also currently no performance met-
rics available, akin to the POD curves utilised in NDT, to quantify and qualify
changes in performance levels.
2.9 Concluding Remarks
There is a general lack of quantitative information on the performance of the
SHM techniques and as a result, there is no current means of verifying their
level of performance in specific installations. This will require development
of measures to quantify and qualify its performance as well as building fur-
ther understanding effects of the potential influencing factors. Also, given the
sources of variability in the AE monitoring process, its level of performance can
be expected to diminish with increased complexity in the subject structures.
Validation of the AE technique in realistic structures needs to be performed to
further understand its capabilities and challenges in such environments.
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Methodology
3.1 Introduction
Experiments were performed to characterise Acoustic Emission (AE) genera-
tion from fatigue crack in coupon test samples. This required sample prepa-
ration, fatigue testing, crack length measurement as well as AE monitoring.
Details of how these steps were accomplished and also the configurations of
the various tests conducted are given in this chapter. Also, experiments were
conducted in collaboration with the National Research Council of Canada to
validate the performance of the AE technique in ‘blindly’ detecting and locat-
ing fatigue crack damage in a representative wing-box structure. Details of the
test setup are also provided in this chapter.
3.2 Coupon test samples
The material used in this study is 2 mm 2014 T6 aluminium alloy. This is a
high strength aluminium alloy used in Military aircraft wings. The specified
chemical composition is shown in Table 3 1 which shows that the different
batches of the material used in this study were verified to be within specifica-
tion.
Table 3.1: Chemical composition specification for 2014 T6 aluminium
Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Ti V Zr
Min 0.50 0.00 3.90 0.40 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Max 0.90 0.50 5.00 1.20 0.80 0.10 0.25 0.15 0.05 0.05
Batch 1 0.82 0.18 4.40 0.71 0.59 0.05 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.00
Batch 2 0.74 0.17 4.30 0.59 0.62 0.01 0.20 0.02 0.00 0.01
Batch 3 0.79 0.19 4.50 0.66 0.59 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.00
Tensile tests were also performed according to the American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM), designated E8/E8M – 09, to determine the mechanical
properties of the different batches of the material. The results for Yield and
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Ultimate Tensile Strength (MPa) are given in Table 3 2 and also illustrated in
Appendix B. This shows repeatability between samples from the same batch
of material but a slight difference across the batches, although this is only
considered marginal.
Table 3.2: Mechanical properties of samples from three batches of 2014 T6
aluminium material
Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3
Sample Yield UTS Yield UTS Yield UTS
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)
1 435 495 442 491 440 491
2 435 495 442 491 440 491
3 435 495 442 491 440 491
4 435 495 442 491 440 491
A total of 18 test samples were made and tested from three batches of this
material. All test samples were of identical dimensions; 530 mm long, 250 mm
wide and 2 mm thick with the sample length parallel to the rolling direction of
the material. 16 of the test samples were Single Edge Notch (SEN) and 4 were
Mid-crack Tension (MT) as illustrated in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 respectively. The
edge notch was machined 10 mm deep and made using a 3 mm wide 60 degree
cutter, while the centre notch was 18 mm long and 3 mm wide. A further 1
mm extension of the notch was introduced at either end using a jeweller’s saw
making a total crack length of 20 mm.
Notch
530 mm
250 mm
60 3 mm
10 mm
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: (a) Single edge notch test sample (b) Notch dimensions
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Notch
530 mm
250 mm
60 3 mm
10 mm
(a) (b)
265 mm
10 mm
Figure 3.2: (a) Single edge notch test sample (b) Notch dimensions
The major difference between the two scenarios is that in the case of the M(T)
samples there is no in-plane bending, where the sample rotates in the plane
of the applied load, and consequently smaller displacements of crack opening,
compared with the SEN samples where the presence of in-plane bending causes
greater displacements when subjected to tensile loads. Also, the M(T) samples
would have a crack initiated from either end of the notch; under ideal conditions
symmetric crack growth rates can be expected.
3.2.1 Fatigue test machine and set-up
A 30 kN servo-hydraulic fatigue machine was used to perform all tests. This
could be configured to apply constant amplitude loads to test specimens as
well as being remotely controlled via a General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB)
port, where variable amplitude load settings can be used. There is also a ±10V
analogue output channel from which the applied loads can be monitored.
The top and bottom of the test samples were gripped using friction jaws which
were manually fastened using bolts. The test machine grips were 200 mm wide
which meant that the samples exceeded its width by approximately 25 mm on
either side.
Before each fatigue test the samples were prepared to enable crack length
measurement at various stages during fatigue crack development. This process
involved polishing the sample surface along the anticipated crack path to make
the crack more visible. This was done by applying horizontal strokes along the
sample’s surface using sand paper over several steps with decreasing grit size.
Afterwards measurement inscriptions at 1 mm intervals were made using a
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Vernier Calliper with an accuracy of approximately 0.2 mm.
A digital video system was used to monitor fatigue crack development during
all of the fatigue tests conducted. A LabVIEW software was used to enable
and control image acquisition. Images were captured at a rate of one frame
every 20 seconds at the early stages of crack propagation where the growth
rates were low and then gradually increased up to one frame every 2 seconds
as the samples approached failure where the crack growth rates were relatively
fast.
Each picture recorded also included appended information of time and the
number of cycles elapsed. The software maintained cycle counts using the
computer clock. Synchronisation between the software and the test machine
was achieved by simultaneous activation at the start of the test.
3.3 Test matrix
A total of 17 fatigue tests were performed on test samples under constant ampli-
tude sinusoidal loading as listed in Table 3-3. The variables in the experiment
were the crack initiating notch locations, maximum stress, R ratio (minimum
stress/maximum stress), frequency, sample material batch and stress range.
Test 17 was performed with a quasi-constant stress intensity range of 12.1MPa
√
m.
This was performed by reducing the stress range at a constant stress ratio of
0.1 after every millimetre of crack growth until a total crack length of 69 mm.
Figure 3-3 illustrates the stress intensity range values at the various crack
lengths.
Another test was conducted with the test sample subjected to variable ampli-
tude loading under identical conditions as outlined in Table 3 4. The FAL-
STAFF loading spectrum, which is representative of the loads experienced by
the wing of a fighter jet, was adapted for these tests. This was generated using
the GENESIS 4 Fatigue software with maximum stress specified as 58 MPa.
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Table 3.3: Constant amplitude fatigue tests on coupon samples
Sample Notch Max. Stress Stress range Frequency Stress Batch
(MPa) (MPa) (Hz) Ratio
1 SEN 58 52.2 2 0.1 1
2 SEN 58 52.2 2 0.1 1
3 SEN 58 52.2 2 0.1 1
4 SEN 58 52.2 2 0.1 2
5 SEN 58 52.2 2 0.1 2
6 SEN 58 52.2 2 0.1 3
7 SEN 58 52.2 2 0.1 3
8 M(T) 58 52.2 2 0.1 3
9 M(T) 58 52.2 2 0.1 3
10 M(T) 58 52.2 4 0.1 3
11 SEN 30 27 2 0.1 2
12 SEN 30 27 4 0.1 2
13 SEN 30 27 4 0.1 3
14 SEN 30 27 4 0.1 3
15 M(T) 30 27 2 0.1 3
16 SEN 58 27 2 0.5 2
17 SEN Decreasing Decreasing 2 0.1 2
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Figure 3.3: Quasi-constant stress intensity range values at the various lengths
of crack growth
Table 3.4: Variable amplitude fatigue tests on coupon samples
Sample Notch Max. Stress (MPa) Frequency (Hz) Batch
18 SEN 58 2 2
Plots of the default FALSTAFF load spectrum and rain-flow count are illus-
trated in Figures 3-4 and 3-5 respectively. It can be observed that there are
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some compressive loads which can be expected to cause buckling in the test
samples as their thickness is small compared to it’s length. To avoid this
occurrence the largest absolute value of compressive load was added to the
entire spectrum to ensure every turning point was in tension. Afterwards, the
spectrum was normalised to the maximum stress which was translated to the
maximum capacity of the fatigue test machine. The result of the formatted
spectrum is illustrated in Figure 3 6 and the rain-flow count is also shown in
Figure 3 7, where it can be seen the majority of load cycles had a stress range
of less than 10 MPa, although the maximum was 55.7 MPa, and stress ratios
were predominatly less than 0.7. Furthermore, there were no compressive loads
present as can be seen from the absence of negative stress ratios in Figure 3 7.
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Figure 3.4: FALSTAFF load spectrum with maximum of 58 MPa and
minimum stress of -15.4 MPa
Figure 3.5: Rain-flow count of FALSTAFF load spectrum with maximum
stress
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Figure 3.6: Formatted FALSTAFF load spectrum with maximum of 58 MPa
and minimum stress of 4.2 MPa
Figure 3.7: Rain-flow count of formatted FALSTAFF load spectrum
3.3.1 Acoustic Emission system
A 6-channel Physical Acoustics AE system was used throughout the experi-
ments for data acquisition and control. This consisted of three 18 bit A/D
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) cards with two channels each and
having total sampling rates up to 10 MS/s. The system also has eight ±10V
analogue input channels which enables monitoring of external parameters such
as strain, temperature and load alongside normal AE data recording. A block
schematic of the AE system setup is illustrated in Figure 3.8.
Broadband piezoelectric sensors with operating frequency between 100 – 1000
kHz and resonant at 125 kHz were used to record AE data which was condi-
tioned, filtered and amplified using a 2/4/6 preamplifier which has selectable
gains of 20, 40 and 60 dB. The preamplifier is powered via an output signal
from the PC connected via RG-58 50 Ohm coaxial cables. The sensors and
preamplifiers are terminated with BNC connectors. Voltage measurements by
sensors are represented in decibels given by the expression in Equation 3-1.
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Figure 3.8: Block schematic of the AE system
dBAE = 20log(
Vmax
1µv
)− PAgain (3.1)
Where,
PA - Preamplifier gain
The AE system is equipped with a built-in sensor test function called the
Automatic Sensor Test (AST). This allows the sensors interrogate each other
using acousto-ultrasonic pulses, as a means of verifying the integrity of sen-
sor coupling as well as obtaining the arrival time delay between surrounding
sensors.
The AE system has accompanying software called AEwin for PCI-2 which was
used to control data acquisition as well as performing real-time signal and data
processing functions. A number of features are extracted from each AE signal
which can be represented in a variety of plots. A total of 14 features were
derived from the AE signals and their details are outlined in Table 3 5. Also,
1D and 2D location estimates of AE events can be determined and readily
displayed as well as measurements of the AE signals. Data reports of these
measurements and location estimates can be generated in text file format by
the system.
All the derived features of the AE signals are based on detection of the start,
peak and end of the signals. The AE system detects the start of the sig-
nals by means of First Threshold Crossing (FTC), which is where the signal
amplitude first crosses a specified threshold. The peak of the signal is deter-
mined by assigning a time window immediately after the FTC, referred to as
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Table 3.5: Table 3 5: Derived features from AE signals
Feature Description Unit Resolution
Amplitude Maximum (negative or positive) dB 1dB
signal excursion during an AE Hit
Risetime Time between the start and the dB 1µs
peak of the AE Hit
Duration Time between the start and the end dB 1µs
of the AE Hit
Counts Number of excursions over the dB 1 count
detection threshold between the
start and end of the AE Hit
Counts to Numner of excursions over the dB 1 count
peak detection threshold between the
start and peak of the AE Hit
Centroid Real-time FFT calculations across dB 1Hz
frequency several segments of the AE signals
Peak Peak magnitude in the power dB 1Hz
frequency spectrum of an AE Hit
Initiation (Counts to peak / Rise time dB 1Hz
frequency
Reverberation (Counts - Counts to peak) / dB 1Hz
frequency (Duration - Rise time)
Average (Counts / Duration) dB 1Hz
frequency
Energy Integral of the squared signal dB 9.3 e-4 aJ
voltage divided by a reference
resistance of the signal duration
Root mean Rectified time averaged dB 0.2 mV
square measurement of AE signals
Average signal Averaged amplitude of the signal dB 1dB
level
Signal Integral of the AE signals rectified dB 3.05 pVs
strength voltage over its duration
PAC energy (Signal strength / Counts) dB 1 µV s/count
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Peak Detection Time (PDT), where the maximum amplitude of the signal in
this period is noted as the peak of the entire signal. However further incre-
ments of the same time window are also checked for larger signal amplitudes
and where there is no exceeding value in a subsequent time period, the last
known peak is considered as the signal peak.
The same approach is used to determine the end of the AE signals where an-
other time window referred to as Hit Definition Time (HDT) is assigned im-
mediately after signal peak detection. In this case the Last Threshold Crossing
(LTC) is noted in the various increments of the time period and is considered
the end of the signal when there is no threshold crossing in a subsequent time
period. To limit the system from recording AE signal reflections, another time
window referred to Hit Lock-out Time (HLT) is specified just after the LTC
where the system suspends measurements.
3.3.2 Acoustic Emission set-up
The AE system was set-up to monitor AE signals generated from fatigue crack
emanating from the root of the crack-initiating notches. The sensors were
mounted on the samples using Dow Corning RTV 3140 silicone rubber as the
coupling interface. The sensors were lightly compressed against dollops of the
gel applied to the samples, squeezing out the excess, and then left to cure for
a period of at least 16 hours.
Afterwards, the cables between the sensors, preamplifiers and computer were
connected and the set-up was tested using AST function of the AE system
where acousto-ultrasonic signals were sent between the sensors and the time
delays and amplitudes observed. Also Pencil Lead Breaks (PLBs) were per-
formed within the sensor arrays on the test samples and the estimated AE
event location compared with the actual physical location of the PLB as a
means to verify the sensors were connected to specific channels. The basic AE
system settings used in all the tests are given in Table 3 6.
The system required a user defined input of wave propagation velocity in the
test material. This value was determined by performing several PLBs at a
specific location just outside an array of two sensors and in-line with both
sensors. The average maximum time delay between the sensors, which is also
referred to as Event Definition Time (EDT), for all the trials was calculated
and given the distance between the sensors the average wave velocity was
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determined to be approximately 5.5 km/s. Default values for PDT, HDT and
HLT[44] were also used.
Table 3.6: Basic AE system configuration
Sampling rate 2MS/s
Detection threshold 45dB
Pre-amplfication 40dB
Wave velocity 5.5km/s
Frequency range 100 - 1000kHz
PDT 200µs
HDT 800µs
HLT 100µs
Max. duration 100ms
The load output of the test machine was monitored by the AE system via
a ±10V analog input. The multiplier for converting the measured voltage to
applied load was determined using the expression in Equation 3-2. Two levels of
loads were applied; L1=2kN, L2=20kN and their corresponding voltage outputs
were measured; V1=0.67V, V2=6.70V. The multiplier was obtained as 2.99V.
The threshold for cycle counting is dependent on the mean applied load and
this was set accordingly in the various tests using the derived multiplier.
Multiplier =
L2 − L1
V2 − V1 (3.2)
With the test samples gripped at the top and bottom ends, spurious AE signals
can be expected to be generated from these regions which could be mistaken
for the AE signals of interest being generated from the fatigue crack.
Although the expected maximum time delay of an AE signal between a pair
of sensors can be used as a basis for rejecting AE signals originating from
outside the sensor array, there is also a possibility for some of these spurious
AE events to be located within the sensor array depending on where the sensor
array is positioned with respect to the spurious AE sources. This is because
for every value of time difference of arrival between a pair of sensors there
is an ambiguous region where the AE event might have taken place. For
example, considering an AE event occurring exactly midpoint between two
sensors, the time difference of arrival would be zero and the possible origin
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could be anywhere along a straight line through the midpoint of the array
as illustrated in Figure 3 9. For increasing values of TDOA this would take
an increasingly curved parabolic shape [61] which could be receptive to the
unwanted signals from the test machine grips even with the sensors positioned
on a single horizontal axis. The optimal location of the sensor array with
respect to the anticipated crack path trajectory and the location of the test
machine grips was therefore required.
AE Event
AE Event
SensorSensor
t2 t2
t1 t1
d d
Figure 3.9: Equal TDOA values for AE events occurring at different locations
t1 = v
−2 [(xi −X1)2 + (yj − Y1)2] (3.3)
t2 = v
−2 [(xi −X2)2 + (yj − Y2)2] (3.4)
∆t(1, 2)i,j = t2 − t1 (3.5)
Where,
v - Wave velocity
X,Y - Sensor locations
x,y - AE event locations
The TDOA for an AE event occurring at a particular location can be deter-
mined by solving the expressions in Equations 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 [60]. A MAT-
LAB routine was written to determine the TDOA profile for various sensor
configurations. This was done by creating a grid of the test sample area and
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the TDOA computed for each point. Contour plots were used to represent the
distribution of the resulting TDOA values and optimal sensor locations derived
for different configurations.
Two configurations of the AE system were adopted to enable separation be-
tween genuine and spurious AE data; the Delta T and Guard Sensor configu-
rations.
Delta T configuration
This set-up consisted of a pair of sensors mounted on the test samples with
one sensor on either side of the anticipated crack path which was across the
width of the sample and midway of its length. The sensor mounted in the top
half of the sample was positioned closer to the anticipated crack plane than the
other sensor as means to further verify the AE event location results because
AE signals generated along the anticipated crack path would be expected to
arrive at the closest sensor first. The registered AE events were located in a
1D plane along the longitudinal axis of the test samples.
For the SEN samples, a pair of sensors 200 mm apart and positioned on a single
horizontal axis was used. A timing filter was set where AE events with TDOA
values greater or less than a specified range were rejected. The optimal location
of the sensors with respect to the test machine grips, which also allowed the
largest timing filter window, was observed midway of the samples width. The
TDOA profile is shown in Figure 3 10. Although both positive and negative
values of TDOA shown do not appear to extend to the top and bottom ends
of the test sample, extreme values of TDOA would tend even more towards
the corners of the grips and hence a propensity for AE events occurring in
the region to be registered within the sensor array. The sensor array is most
susceptible to AE signals generated from the bottom grips because the sensor
in the bottom half of the sample is closest to either of the grips. The timing
filter was set between 28 µs and -23 µs, thereby creating an active sensing
region between 172 mm and 320 mm on the horizontal axis.
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Figure 3.10: TDOA profile for Delta T setup on SEN samples
For the M(T) samples, three pairs of sensors positioned on three horizontal
axes were used to monitor the fatigue crack. The pair of sensors on the right
hand side, middle and left hand side is referred to as Location Group 1, 2 and
3 respectively and the sensors in each array were spaced 200 mm apart.
The TDOA profiles for the three sensor arrays are shown in Figure 3 11. It
can be seen that that of Location Group 2 is exactly like the profile observed
in sensor layout for the SEN sample and thus the settings were used to con-
figure this group of sensors. For both Location Groups 1 and 3 it can be seen
that some values of TDOA extend into regions of the test sample where the
test machine grips were located, implying that AE signals generated from the
right hand side of the grips would be registered in Location Group 3 and vice
versa for Location Group 1. To avoid this occurrence an adequate range of
acceptable TDOA values which would filter out the spurious AE signals was
chosen, however this implied that the sensing region between the sensors was
effectively reduced. The timing filters for both Location Group 1 and 3 were
set between 25 µs and -23 µs, creating an active sensing region between 172
mm and 303 mm on the horizontal axis.
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Figure 3.11: TDOA profile for Delta T setup on M(T) samples
Several PLBs were performed outside the sensor array and in the vicinity of
the test machines grips to simulate spurious AE events and none of them were
registered as valid AE events within the sensor array. A number of PLBs were
also performed within the sensing region and were successfully detected and
located.
Guard sensor configuration
This configuration utilised a pair of guard sensors to filter out spurious AE
signals generated from the test machine grips. One guard sensor was positioned
in the vicinity of either test machine grip. The concept is that once an AE
signal generated from the machine grips was detected by the guard sensor a
system lockout is triggered for a specified amount of time where the crack
monitoring sensors do not acquire any AE signals.
For the SEN test samples, four additional sensors were used to monitor AE
signals generated from the crack. One pair was in the same locations as in
the Delta T configuration and the other was located closer to the edge of the
sample where the crack was expected to initiate as illustrated in Figure 3 12.
One of the reasons for this configuration was to perform 2D location estimation
of AE events during crack propagation. Furthermore, the data recorded by the
sensors could be treated as two independent 1D arrays where observations on
the influence of the sensor locations with reference to crack length in terms of
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detection sensitivity can be made. The pair of sensors closer to the edge of
the sample is referred to Location Group 1 and the other pair referred to as
Location Group 2.
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Figure 3.12: Layout for guard sensor configuration on SEN samples
For this setup to function properly it was absolutely essential to ensure that the
spurious AE signals from the machine grips always arrived first at either guard
sensor before any of the other sensors in the network. The TDOA profiles for
the guard sensors paired up with the next closest sensors are shown in Figure 3
13. The positive values of TDOA indicate first arrival at the guard sensors and
negative values of TDOA indicate first arrival at the other sensors in the pairs
considered. It can be seen in both illustrations that the negative bias of TDOA
covered the entire width of the test samples which suggested that the chosen
guard sensor locations satisfied the requirement for filtering out spurious AE
signals from the test machine grips.
A similar approach was used in the case of the M(T) samples. A pair of sensors
was used to monitor each fatigue crack and guard sensors were also used as
a means of filtering out spurious AE signals from the test machine grips as
illustrated in Figure 3 14. Again, the crack monitoring sensors mounted in
the top half of the sample is positioned closer to the anticipated crack plane
than the other sensor as means to further verify the AE event location results
because AE signals generated from the crack would be expected to arrive at
the closest sensors first. The crack monitoring sensor locations were identical
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to those in the Delta T configuration.
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Figure 3.13: TDOA profile for guard sensor configuration on SEN samples
The optimal locations of the guard sensors with respect to the test machine
grips were determined using the procedure previously described. The TDOA
profiles for the guard sensors paired up with the next closest sensors are shown
in Figure 3 15. Again, negative TDOA values indicate the region where the
occurrence of an AE event would result the AE signal first arriving at the
guard sensors. In both figures it can be seen that this region occupies the
entire width of the test where the test machines grips would be located.
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Figure 3.14: Layout for guard sensor configuration on M(T) samples
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Figure 3.15: TDOA profile for guard sensor configuration on M(T) samples
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3.4 Wing-box Test Structure
3.4.1 Fatigue test machine and setup
The test rig consisted of a central pedestal to which two wing-box test struc-
tures were bolted on a horizontal plane. The rig was designed such that either
wing-box could be easily removed and replaced. A CAD model of Platform
2 and the internal structure of the spars and ribs are shown in Figure 3 16
and Figure 3 17 respectively. The wing-box utilised in this setup consisted of
a network of metallic ribs and spars made from AA7075-T651 material, with
Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) composite skins bolted to the top
and bottom of the wing-box, in a similar configuration to that found on CF-18
aircraft. A layer of aerospace grade sealant was applied between the metallic
structure of the wing-box and the skins before they were fastened together.
Two 25 kN loading actuators, equipped with 22 kN load cells, were attached
to the tip of the wing-boxes.
Figure 3.16: Test setup of wing-box assembly (Platform 2) showing loading
directions and consequent induced force in the top skin where the flange of
the spar with the crack was attached
Figure 3.17: Network of spars and ribs in wing-box
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The actuator loaded the wing in cyclic bending. Cyclic bending loads were
applied so that the following stress states could be produced on the upper and
lower skins
1. Cyclic tension on the top surface with cyclic compression on the bottom
surface, with top surface R ratio of 0.1 (tension-tension).
2. Reversed loading on both top and bottom surfaces with top surface R
ratio of -0.25 (tension-compression).
The complete test rig consisted of two such wing-box structures. All experi-
ments in this study were performed in the southward facing wing-box which
was designed to accommodate an additional internal C channel spar manufac-
tured with a ‘hidden’ crack emanating from a fastener hole, not visible to the
naked eye. Details of the crack seeding process can be found in Yanishevsky
et al.[93]. There were a total of 15 fastener holes in both the top and bottom
flanges of the test spar with a pitch distance of 25.4 mm. The test sample also
contained a fuel weep-hole machined into the web which is representative of a
realistic aircraft design feature. The test sample is shown in Figure 3 18.
Figure 3.18: Schematic plan and side view of test sample with fuel hole
cut-out
Prior to performing tests on this platform, the spar test sample was fatigued
by NRC to initiate a crack at one of the fastener holes. The location of the
crack remained undisclosed until after completion of all tests. Although only
one fatigue crack was introduced in the sample, with the local stress of 59 MPa
(10 ksi) in the crack vicinity, there was also the possibility of another crack
initiating during fatigue loading.
The tests conducted with this setup were as follows:
1. Constant amplitude sinusoidal loading in tension-tension with a frequency
of 0.667 Hz and loading range between 0.56 kN and 5.6 kN.
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2. Constant amplitude loading in tension-compression with a frequency of
0.5 Hz and loading range between -1.4 kN and 5.6 kN.
3.4.2 Acoustic Emission setup
A 1D (2 sensor) AE event location setup was used to monitor the test sample
with the sensors attached to the spar web. There were a total of 15 fastener
holes on each flange of the test sample. The choice of sensor location was
constrained by the fact that the pitch distance of the various fastener holes
including their respective nut-plates was less than 25.4 mm and the sensor
diameter was 20 mm. In other words, there was no other feasible location for
the sensor apart from along the web.
Another 1D AE sensor array was attached to one of the adjacent spars at
similar locations to that on the test sample. The pair of sensors on the test
sample in this report is also referred to as Location Group 1, which consisted
of Sensors 5 and 6. Similarly, the pair on the adjacent spar is referred to
as Location Group 2 and consisted of Sensors 3 and 4. A schematic of the
wing-box layout and the AE sensor arrays are illustrated in Figure 3 19.
Tip
Root
6 5
4 3
C-channel spar monitored
by Location Group 1
(sensors 5 and 6)
Reference spar monitored
by Location Group 2
(sensors 3 and 4)
Figure 3.19: Schematic plan view of AE sensor setup in the wing-box
The sensors were positioned as far as physically possible away from each other
to maximise their sensing coverage area and bonded to the structure using
Dow Corning RTV silicone rubber. This was achieved by coupling the sensors
in an upright position to allow for even distribution of the couplant and also
to prevent them from slipping out of position during the curing period. This
process may not be feasible where the structure being monitored cannot be
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Figure 3.20: Schematic plan view of AE sensor setup on test sample
(Location Group 1)
oriented to allow the sensors cure in an upright position. Alternative methods
of sensor coupling will be required in such cases.
The AE sensors were connected to the pre-amplifiers via 1 m long cables and
to the data acquisition system via 20 m long cables. The pre-amplifiers were
situated outside of the wing-box assembly and the cable routed through holes
drilled in the neutral axis of the spars. Precaution was taken to ensure that the
cables were securely fastened to prevent spurious AE generation as a result of
cable movement during fatigue loading. This was done using sticky-tape and
cushion foam to line the circumference of holes the cables were routed through.
The position of the sensors and fastener holes on the longitudinal axis of the
test spar and the wing-box structure are giving in Table 3 7. Although each pair
of sensors was spaced as far apart as possible this could only extend between
hole numbers 3 to 13 inclusively, which limited the region of feasible AE events
location estimates
Table 3.7: Locations of the sensors and fastener holes on the longitudinal axis
of the test sample and wing-box
Hole/ Position Position Position Position
Sensor along along the along along the
the spar wingbox the spar wingbox
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)
Hole 3 70.8 417.8 Hole 9 223.2 570.2
Hole 4 96.2 443.2 Hole 10 248.6 595.6
Hole 5 121.6 468.6 Hole 11 274.0 621
Hole 6 147.0 494.0 Hole 12 299.4 646.4
Hole 7 172.4 519.4 Hole 13 324.8 671.8
Hole 8 197.8 544.8 Sensor 5 60.0 407
Sensor 3 60.0 407.0 Sensor 6 347.0 694
Sensor 4 347.0 694.0
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3.5 Concluding Remarks
The experiments outlined for the coupon samples were designed to exclusively
monitor AE signals generated from fatigue crack, which will enable quantitative
characterisation in terms of AE event detection, location and classification.
This will form the basis for verifying the performance of the AE techniques
in monitoring a structural component, as well as validating its capability in
detecting and locating fatigue crack in a realistic wing-box structure.
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Quantitative Characterisation of
AE Generation From Fatigue Crack
4.1 Introduction
Fatigue tests were performed on both Single Edge Notch (SEN) and (MT)
coupon samples, described in Chapter 3, under constant and variable amplitude
loading conditions with the objective of characterising Acoustic Emission (AE)
generated during fatigue crack propagation. The results from these tests are
presented in this chapter where performance metrics were developed and used
to process the data recorded.
4.2 Measurement of wave velocity and AE sys-
tem performance
The AE system requires estimation of AE wave velocity in the propagating
medium as input for estimating AE event location. The AE system was used
in measuring the time difference of arrival of AE signals traversing the test
sample between a pair of sensors separated by fixed distances and the wave
velocity determined using the expression in Equation 4.1.
V elocity(km/s) =
Distance
T ime
(4.1)
Measurements of time difference of arrival (TDOA) were obtained using the
setup shown in Figure 1. The sensors were positioned 350 mm apart on a
2mm thick 2014 T6 aluminium sample and five Pencil Lead Breaks (PLBs)
were performed just outside of the sensing region. The signals were detected
by the sensors by means of First Threshold Crossing (FTC), where the signal
amplitude first exceeds a detection threshold which was set at 45 dB, and time
stamps were appended to each of these signals. Values of TDOA were simply
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obtained by determining the delays in the recorded times.
Test plate
Sensor Sensor
Pencil lead
break location
Figure 4.1: Setup for determining propagation velocity of AE signals in 2mm
thick 2014 T6 aluminium plates
The results from five test trials are given in Table 4-1, showing the measured
time difference of AE signals arriving at the sensors and their respectively
calculated wave velocities. The average wave velocity was determined as 5.59
km/s ±0.1. It can also be seen that the timing measurements varied by 1 µs,
which was also the expected timing resolution of the AE system [44].
Table 4.1: Results from test trials to determine AE wave velocity in 2 mm
thick 2014 T6 aluminium plates
Trial Distance(mm) Time Difference of Velocity(km/s)
arrival(µs)
1 350 63 5.55
2 350 62 5.65
3 350 62 5.65
4 350 63 5.55
5 350 63 5.55
Mean = 5.59
Assuming wave velocity of 5.59 km/s and given the time measurement precision
of 1 µs, an error margin of ±5.59mm can be expected from the AE system as
a result of this timing measurement error.
The AE signal wave velocity in the test samples were verified through simula-
tions using the PACshare software to generate dispersion curves which shows
the relationship between the group and phase velocities to the frequencies of
AE signals, as described in Section 2.3.1. This can be achieved by solving the
governing wave propagation equation given the boundary conditions [7]. The
required inputs were the thickness of the test sample as well as material prop-
erties which include Poisson’s ratio, shear modulus and density. The results
of the group and phase velocities for both the extensional and flexural wave
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modes are shown in Figure 4-2. The wave velocity for the extensional wave
mode (S0 is observed to be greater than the flexural wave mode A0 for frequen-
cies up to 1 MHz where they converge. It can be assumed that the frequencies
components at the leading edge of the signal in this range would correspond to
the frequency of the extensional wave mode as they are generally of a higher
velocity and therefore expected to arrive at a sensor before the flexural mode.
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Figure 4.2: Simulated dispersion curves for extensional and flexural wave
modes in 2 mm thick aluminium plates
The time domain plot of an AE signal generated from a PLB AE event is
illustrated in Figure 4-3 alongside its time-frequency spectrum obtained using
the Gabor wavelet transform [94]. It can be observed that at the onset of
signal detection there were frequency components at 250 kHz and 500 kHz
with the highest amplitude at 250 kHz. Correlating these frequencies with the
simulated phase velocities of the extensional wave mode in Figure 4-2, it can be
seen that they correspond to velocities of 5.4 km/s and 5.3 km/s respectively,
which is comparable to the value determined experimentally. The difference
can be attributed to approximations made in simulations as well as errors made
in measurement.
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Figure 4.3: Typical AE signal generated from PLB tests (a) in the time
domain and (b) in the time-frequency domain
The performance of the AE system was measured in terms of accuracy in lo-
cating simulated AE events in simplified configurations using the measured
value for propagating wave velocity. This was conducted by performing PLBs
across the area of a 450 x 550 mm test sample using a 3-sensor and 4-sensor
array as well as a 3-sensor array on a 1 x 2 m test sample and the results are
illustrated in Figure 4-4, Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 respectively which shows
the estimated PLB location and the actual PLB location with adjoining error
vectors. It is observed in all samples that the minimum errors were in the
middle of the test sample and the largest errors were mostly towards the edge.
This type of location error distribution is referred to as Geometric Dilution of
Precision (GDOP) [95] where greater location errors are obtained as a func-
tion of measurement errors as well as position of the sensors with reference to
the AE events, which is generally considered as regions farther away from the
middle of sensor pairs used in triangulation.
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Figure 4.4: Pencil Lead Break AE source location on a 450 x 550 mm
aluminium sheet using the AE system with a 3-sensor setup
Figure 4.5: Pencil Lead Break AE source location on a 450 x 550 mm
aluminium sheet using the AE system with a 4-sensor setup
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Figure 4.6: Pencil Lead Break AE source location on a 1 x 2 m aluminium
sheet using the AE system with a 3-sensor setup
Location error characterisation was performed using the Probability of Loca-
tion (POL) metric given in Equation 4.2. The error vectors at each AE event
location were determined, after which they were ranked and the cumulative
frequencies of the various error margins computed.
P (xj) =
numberofobservations ≤ xj
n+ 1
, x1 ≤ x2 ≤ ... ≤ xn (4.2)
The results obtained are illustrated in Figure 4-7 where at 90% cumulative
frequency the error margins for the 4 and 3-sensor setups on the 450 x 550
mm sample and the 3-sensor setup on the 1 x 2 m sample were 5.4 mm, 11.2
mm and 16.3 mm respectively. Better location accuracy is obtained with the
4-sensor setup than with the 3-sensor setup because, although only 3 sensors
are essentially needed for the 2D location estimation, the redundant TDOA
information from the fourth sensor can form four combinations with those
from the other sensors which can result in four different location estimates.
Averaging these location estimates can result in reduction of error margins.
Larger error margins at 90% cumulative frequency was observed for the 1 x 2
m test sample than for the 450 x 550 mm test sample despite having the same
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number of sensors. This can be attributed to the attenuation due to the longer
propagation distance in the larger sample.
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Figure 4.7: Cumulative frequency of error margins with various experimental
configurations using Pencil Lead Breaks as AE source
The amplitude response of the AE system was measured by sequentially gen-
erating 100 acousto-ultrasonic pulses from a sensor using the AST function of
the AE system as described in Section 3.2.3, with each pulse 5µs long and at
100ms intervals. A total of 17 trials were performed and the average ampli-
tude response of these AE events in each trial was recorded by another sensor
540 mm away from the sending sensor. Figure 4-8 shows the histogram plot
of the average signal amplitudes measured at the sensors. It is observed that
there is a 1 dB variation which is also the expected resolution specified by the
equipment manufacturer [44].
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Figure 4.8: Amplitude distribution for AST generated AE events 545 mm
away from the receiving sensor
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4.3 Fatigue Crack Growth Tests
A total of 16 tests were conducted under constant amplitude sinusoidal loading
with 12 of these tests performed on SEN samples and 4 on MT samples as
outlined in Table 4-2. Two additional tests were performed on SEN samples
under variable amplitude loading using the spectrum described in Section 3.2.2.
The fatigue crack initiated at the notch root and propagated perpendicularly
to the applied load across the sample width. The fatigue crack initiated easily
for the tests with stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1, however it was
not the case for the tests with stress range of 27 MPa and R ratio of 0.1.
This was because the reduction in stress range resulted in a reduction in the
stress concentration around the notch which was required for crack initiation,
as described in Section 2.5.
Crack initiation in the tests with stress range of 27 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
required fatigue loading at greater stress ranges and consequently higher stress
concentration at the notch to initiate the crack. Further fatigue loading, at
greater stress ranges and consequently higher crack tip stress intensity, was
also required to grow the crack to a length which would have sufficiently high
enough stress intensity when reverted back to loading with stress range of 27
MPa. This process needs to be performed in stages of gradually reduced stress
range to avoid crack blunting when there is a large decrease in stress range
[96]. This was achieved by fatigue loading with an initial stress range of 52.2
MPa, afterwards the crack was grown in stages with stress range values of 45
MPa, 38.7MPa and 31.5 MPa respectively up to a crack length of 12mm. The
crack tip stress intensity factor at this crack length was determined to be 6.3
MPa
√
m using the expression in Equation 4.3 and was found to be sufficient
to propagate the crack under fatigue loading with a stress range of 27 MPa.
∆K = β∆σ
√
pia (4.3)
Where,
a - Crack length
∆σ - Stress range
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Table 4.2: Constant amplitude fatigue tests on coupon samples
Test Notch Max Stress Failure Total AE Setup
Stress range crack fatigue
(MPa) (MPa) length life
(mm) (cycles)
1 SEN 58 52.2 118 77294 Delta T
2 SEN 58 52.2 121 114865 Delta T
3 SEN 58 52.2 115 96523 Delta T
4 SEN 58 52.2 120 73821 Delta T
5 SEN 58 52.2 115 74844 Delta T
6 SEN 58 52.2 112 71510 Delta T
7 SEN 58 52.2 121 86865 Delta T
8 M(T) 58 52.2 110 114890 Delta T
9 M(T) 58 52.2 104 112617 Delta T
10 M(T) 58 52.2 100 114890 Guard
Sensors
11 SEN 30 27 - 552323 Delta T
12 SEN 30 27 153 782149 Guard
Sensors
13 SEN 30 27 150 530965 Guard
Sensors
14 SEN 30 27 143 668507 Guard
Sensors
15 M(T) 30 27 90 433134 Guard
Sensors
16 SEN 58 27 87 258032 Delta T
17 SEN Decreasing Decreasing 2 0.1 Guard
Sensors
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Table 4.3: Results from test trials to determine AE wave velocity in 2 mm
thick 2014 T6 aluminium plates
Test Notch Max Stress Frequency Failure crack Total AE Setup
(MPa) range (Hz) length
(mm)
18 SEN 58 2 2 Guard
Sensors
Crack length measurements were obtained from digital images taken during the
tests, as described in Chapter 3, and then correlated with cycle counts. Crack
length and elapsed cycles data for all the tests are provided in Appendix B.
A selection of crack length against number of cycles plots are shown in Figure
4-9 for Tests 1, 11 and 14.
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Figure 4.9: Crack length versus number of cycles plot for Tests 1 (∆σ=52.2;
R=0.1), Test 12 (∆σ=27; R=0.1) and Test 16 (∆σ=27; R=0.5)
It is observed that Test 1 had the least number of elapsed cycles before sample
failure, which occurred at 118 mm, because it had the highest stress range
and consequently crack tip stress intensity range which is regarded as the
mechanical driving force of crack propagation [97]. Also, although Tests 12
and 16 had the same stress range value, Test 16 required much fewer number
of cycles to reach failure because of its higher stress ratio [73].
Crack rotation as described in Section 2.5 was observed in all the tests con-
ducted. On visual inspection, it was typically seen to start at the onset of
crack growth and approximately attained the 45 degree angle of rotation at a
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total crack length of about 40 mm.
Figure 4-10 illustrates a plot of crack growth rates versus stress intensity range
for a selection of tests with stress ratios of 0.1 and one with stress ratio of
0.5. This was performed using the secant method as prescribed in the ASTM
standard for measurement of crack growth rates [98]. It can be observed that
the crack growth rates are predominantly in the Paris regime (Region II), as
described in Section 2.5, because they follow an approximately linear trend.
Also, as expected, for all values of ∆K higher crack growth rates were observed
in the tests with stress ratio of 0.5 than the other tests with stress ratio of
0.1 [73; 74]. The values of crack growth rates for both stress ratios were
compared with similar data from the Engineering Science Data Unit (ESDU)
and excellent agreement between them was observed [99].
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Figure 4.10: Fatigue crack growth rates versus crack tip stress intensity range
for tests 1, 9 and 12 with various loading configurations
Inspection of fracture surfaces was performed with a Scanning Electron Mi-
croscope (SEM) where evidence of fractured inclusions was found at various
lengths of crack growth. Examples are shown in Figure 4-11. Also, evidence of
debris collection at various crack lengths was uncovered. Micrograph taken at
total crack lengths of 17 mm, 55 mm and 90 mm as shown in Figure 4-12. Both
of Figure 4-11Figure 4-12 indicate potential sources of AE signals generation
[3; 100]. However it was not possible to validate this or verify their level of
intensity using this visual inspection process.
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Figure 4.11: Fractured inclusion on crack surface
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Figure 4.12: Debris collection possibly from crack closure at total crack
lengths of 17 mm (left), 55 mm (middle) and 90 (mm)
4.4 Monitoring AE Signals from Fatigue Crack
AE signals were recorded during each of the fatigue tests using both the Delta T
and Guard Sensor configurations, as described in Sections 3.2.4.1 and 3.2.4.2
respectively. The main difference between these two approaches is that in
the case of the Delta T setup only AE signals associated with particular AE
events were recorded i.e. AE signals arriving at the sensors in an array within
a specified time window and forming a valid location estimate between the
sensors. In the case of the Guard Sensor setup AE signals not associated
with particular AE events along with those belonging valid location estimates
were recorded, provided they satisfied the necessary conditions of the Guard
Sensor setup described in Section 3.2.4.2. The implication of this difference
in monitoring schemes is that the Guard Sensor setup may record more AE
signals than with the Delta T setup for any given test.
The features derived from each of these signals were described in Chapter
3. After completing each of the tests, data reports containing instantaneous
values of these features alongside measured load and fatigue cycle counts were
generated by the AE system in text files. This file format was not readily
accessible for further processing and a MATLAB routine was developed to
extract the measurements recorded in the following steps:
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1. Delimit the document column-wise by the spaces between strings of char-
acters.
2. Identify the data variable columns (AE signal measurements and fatigue
test data) of interest.
3. Set markers for rows containing observations of the variables identified
in 1.
4. Parse through every line of the report delete all rows and columns in the
data not corresponding with 2 and 3.
The output of this process were tables of the instantaneous values of the derived
AE signal features alongside measured load and fatigue cycle counts.
Correlation of AE data with progressive crack growth is required to understand
AE generation during the fatigue process, which underpins the viability of the
AE technique in any application. These analyses are typically represented
in terms of cumulative numbers of AE signals recorded (Hits) or cumulative
sums of derived features such as Counts and Energy, described in Table 3-5,
over elapsed cycles or lengths of crack growth [33; 52; 87]. Also, AE data are
analysed in terms of rates of change of derived AE signal features like Counts
and Energy with elapsed cycles [30; 33; 52; 55].
Although the derived AE signal features can also be correlated with progressive
fatigue crack growth, this does not necessarily translate to information on how
many recorded AE signals resulted in certain values of these AE signal features
because different ranges of values can be expected for AE signals generated at
different crack lengths. In other words, a large increase in AE Energy for
example may be as a result of just a few discrete high-energy AE events or
many low-energy AE events and this may not be intuitively understood from
analysis of the derived AE signal features. This has direct implications on the
possibility of locating the AE source, which is often needed to verify genuine
AE signals [101; 102]. Information on the number of AE Hits recorded with
progressive fatigue crack growth is essential to characterise AE generation in
the fatigue process.
Preliminary analysis of the data was in terms of cumulative number of AE Hits
versus fatigue cycles as illustrated in Figure 4-13. It was observed that there
were periods during the test with large increases in AE Hits and other peri-
ods with minimal AE Hits. The rates of change associated with the different
slopes observed are however not easily discernible and therefore the level of AE
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generation at certain points may not be accurately estimated. Also, Tests 1
to 7 which were performed under identical load conditions, as outlined in Ta-
ble 4-2, had coefficients of variance for failure crack lengths and total fatigue
cycle counts of 0.03 and 0.19 respectively. This suggests that there is more
variability in the number of loading cycles required for crack propagation and
that correlation of recorded AE with crack length would be more meaningful
in associating AE signals with the fatigue process.
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Figure 4.13: Plot of cumulative AE Hits versus fatigue cycles for Test 1 with
Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
An understanding of the mechanisms responsible for AE generation at various
crack lengths during the fatigue process would give insight to the conditions
under which AE generation is promoted or diminished. Metallographic anal-
yses of fracture surfaces have been conducted to identify the mechanisms of
AE generation during the fatigue process [83]. This approach however has
its shortcomings of ambiguous interpretation when there are several fatigue
mechanisms occurring in a particular inspection site as well as also being very
challenging to interpret quantitatively.
Monitoring the loads at which AE signals generated from fatigue crack occur
would give information on the prevailing conditions which could then be associ-
ated with mechanisms during the fatigue process. This approach has not been
widely applied in experimental studies using the AE technique with instances
of its application seen in Roberts et al. (2003) [31] Carlyle et al. (1976) [103]
and Daniel et al. (2007) [87].
Three metrics were developed to interpret the data in terms of the perfor-
mance of the AE technique in detecting fatigue crack, as well as characterising
AE generation from fatigue crack. Computations of these metrics were also
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performed in MATLAB.
4.4.1 Metric 1 – AE Hits per mm of crack growth
This is the summation of detected AE signals generated from a particular
fatigue crack length over several observations from different test samples with
sensors at a fixed location. This gives an indication of the number of AE signals
generated at various crack lengths. Values of this metric were determined using
the expression in Equation 4.4. Conversions to the Logarithmic scale in base
10 were also made to emphasis subtle trends in the data sets.
HitRateAE(i) = log10
1
n
[
x=1∑
n
H(x)i
]
(4.4)
Where,
h - Number of hits
n - Number of samples
a - Crack length
A total of 18 tests were perform controlled tests and measure the resulting
AE signals generated from the crack as a function of varied fatigue loading
parameters. All other test variables were held constant as much as possible.
In tests 1 to 7 all fatigue loading configurations were set identical to each other
and the effect of the differences in the various material batches used in making
the test samples on AE signal generation were observed and distinctive trends
in AE Hit rates were characterised. In subsequent tests the influence of loading
frequency, reduced stress range, increased mean stress and variable amplitude
loading were investigated.
Effect of variation in material batch
The test samples were manufactured from three different batches of 2014 T6
aluminium, as outlined in Table 4-2, and the effect of this variation was inves-
tigated. The Delta T AE configuration, as described in Section 3.2.4.1, was
used in all of these tests and all test samples were tested until complete failure.
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Batch 1 material
The results of AE hit rates versus crack length for Tests 1, 2 and 3 are shown in
Figures Figure 4-14, Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16 respectively. Fatigue cracks
developed from the notch root after an average of 11134 cycles and the first
AE signals were observed at an average total crack length of 11.3 mm in these
tests. In Figure 4-14(a), it can be observed that after about 2mm of crack
growth there were increasing values of AE Hit rates with a peak of 6300 AE
Hits/mm at a total crack length of 17 mm. However, this rapidly declined at
a total crack length of 19 mm and after which the AE hit rates observed until
sample failure were small in comparison. Plotting the AE Hit rate data on
the log scale, as shown in Figure 4-14(b), it can be seen that after the initial
burst in AE hit rates between crack lengths of 12 mm and 19 mm, there was a
period up to 55 mm crack length where there were less than 100 AE Hits/mm
recorded. Afterwards another increase by a factor of 2 between 55 mm and
70 mm was observed, which declined slightly and then increased again in the
period leading to sample failure. Figure 4-14(b), it can be seen that after the
initial burst in AE hit rates between crack lengths of 12 mm and 19 mm, there
was a period up to 55 mm crack length where there were less than 100 AE
Hits/mm recorded. Afterwards another increase by a factor of 2 between 55
mm and 70 mm was observed, which declined slightly and then increased again
in the period leading to sample failure.
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Figure 4.14: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 1 with Stress range of
52.2 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1, loading frequency of 2 Hz and ∆ K values of
10.2 – 81.7 MPa
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Similar trends in the AE hit rates were observed in Tests 2 and 3, as illustrated
in Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16 from the same material batch as the sample in
Test 1. The main differences are that the maximum hit rate at crack lengths
less than 20 mm for Test 2 is greater than those observed for Tests 1 and 3 by
factors of 2 and 50 respectively. Also, the hit rates for crack lengths between
20 mm and 55 mm for both Tests 2 and 3 are greater than those observed in
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Figure 4.15: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 2 with Stress range of
52.2 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1, loading frequency of 2 Hz and ∆ K values of
10.2 – 85.3 MPa
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Figure 4.16: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 3 with Stress range of
52.2 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1, loading frequency of 2 Hz and ∆ K values of
10.2 – 81.1 MPa
√
m
Test 1 although the same trend of rapid decline after an initial peak at crack
lengths under 20 mm is observed.
Batch 2 material
The results of AE Hit rates at various crack lengths for Tests 4 and 5 from
Batch 2 material were quite similar to each other but significantly different
from those obtained from Batch 1. The result for Tests 4 and 5 are illustrated
in Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18 respectively. They were both characterised by
AE Hit rates less than 5 AE Hits/mm for crack growth up to a crack length of
60 mm, although noticeably no AE Hits were recorded in this period for Test 5.
The first AE signal was detected at a crack length of 63 mm in Test 5 whereas
this occurred at a crack length of 11 mm for Test 4. The main similarity to
the tests performed on samples from Batch 1 material was the increase in AE
Hit rates 120 observed in the period just before sample failure. The peak AE
Hit rates just before final failure were comparable to those of Batch 1 material
as they were observed between 70 Hits/mm and 90 Hits/mm, while in Tests 4
and 5 they were observed to be 150 Hits/mm and 90 Hits/mm respectively.
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Figure 4.17: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 4 with Stress range of
52.2 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1, loading frequency of 2 Hz and ∆ K values of
10.2 – 85 MPa
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Figure 4.18: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 5 with Stress range of
52.2 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1, loading frequency of 2 Hz and ∆ K values of
10.2 – 81.1 MPa
√
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Batch 3 material
In the case of Tests 6 and 7 which had samples made from Batch 3 material,
the results obtained were very similar to each other. Figure 4-19 and Figure
4-20 illustrate the results of AE Hit rates at various crack lengths for Tests
6 and 7 respectively. They were characterised by AE Hit rates less than 12
Hits/mm up to a crack length of 50 mm in Test 6 and 45 mm in Test 7. There
was a period of increase and decline in AE Hit rates for crack lengths between
50 mm and 70 mm, with peak rates of 100 Hits/mm in Test 6 and 500 Hits/mm
in Test 7 which occurred at 60 mm in each of the tests. Also there was a steady
increase in AE Hit rates in the period leading to sample failure with maximum
peaks between 90 – 100 Hits/mm.
It was observed that both tests also bore some similarities with those obtained
from the tests on Batch 1 samples in terms of the peak and then decline in
AE Hits rates for crack lengths between 55 mm and 70 mm. The peak AE Hit
rates in this period were also comparable as they were observed between 100 –
160 Hits/mm in Batch 1 and 110 – 140 Hits/mm in Batch 3. Also the increase
in AE Hit rates in the period leading to sample failure as previously described
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was again observed. However the initial peak in AE Hit rate at crack lengths
less than 20 mm observed in tests with samples from Batch 1 material was not
apparent in these tests on samples from Batch 3 material.
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Figure 4.19: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 6 with Stress range of
52.2 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1, loading frequency of 2 Hz and ∆ K values of
10.2 – 79.6 MPa
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Figure 4.20: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 7 with Stress range of
52.2 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1, loading frequency of 2 Hz and ∆ K values of
10.2 – 85.3 MPa
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It was observed across Tests 1 to 7 that samples from each batch of material
exhibited similar behaviour in terms of AE Hit rates at various crack lengths.
The test samples from Batch 1 exhibited the highest AE Hit rates, particu-
larly at crack lengths less than 20 mm which were at least between 2 – 130
times greater, although the Hit rates at other periods of crack growth were
comparable by factors less than 5.
Average AE Hit rates for Tests 1 to 7
The average AE hit rates at various crack lengths for all 7 tests on SEN sam-
ples under constant amplitude loading was calculated using the expression in
Equation 4.4 and the results are shown in Figure 4-21 where four stages can
be identified as follows:
1. Stage 1: A rapid increase and then decrease in AE Hit rates for crack
growth up to a length of about 20 mm with peak at 17 mm.
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2. Stage 2: Minimal AE Hit rates less than 30 Hits/mm for crack lengths
between 20 mm and 55 mm.
3. Stage 3: An increase and then decrease in AE Hit rates at crack lengths
of 55 mm and 70 mm respectively with peak AE Hit rate of 110 Hits/mm.
4. Stage 4: An increase in AE Hit rates in the period leading to samples
failure.
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Figure 4.21: Average AE Hit rate versus crack length for Tests 1 to 7 with
Stress range of 52.2 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1 and loading frequency of 2 Hz
It was observed that the maximum average AE Hit rate in Stage 1 was at
least 15 times more than the average AE Hit rates observed at other periods
during the tests. Comparing this trend to the fatigue cycles data, provided in
Appendix C, it was found that on average Stage 1 occurred for about 53% of
the samples fatigue life, Stage 2 for about 32% and the Stages 3 and 4 for the
final 5% before failure, as shown in Figure 4-22.
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Figure 4.22: Proportion of averaged fatigue life where the stages in AE
generation for Tests 1 to 7 occurred
Despite the limited number of tests, the standard deviation of the distribution
of AE Hit rate at various crack lengths was also calculated and the results are
illustrated in Figure 4-23. It can be observed that there was a great amount
of variability in data, most particularly at crack lengths less than 20 mm.
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Figure 4.23: Standard deviation of the distribution of AE Hit rate at various
crack lengths for Tests 1 to 7 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa, stress ratio of
0.1 and loading frequency of 2 Hz
Effect of sample geometry
Tests 8 and 9 were performed on MT samples where fatigue cracks emanated
from either end of the notch and the Delta T AE setup was used to monitor
the resulting AE signals, with Location Groups 1 and 3 positioned towards
the right and left edge of the sample respectively and Location Group 2 in the
middle as described in Section 3.2.4.1. Fatigue loading was performed with
stress range of 52.2 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1 and loading frequency of 2 Hz,
which was identical to the load configuration used in Tests 1 to 7 as outlined
in Table 4-2. The effect of change in sample geometry was observed from the
results of AE Hit rates at various crack lengths for the three pairs of sensors
in both Tests 8 and 9. Figure 4-24, Figure 4-25 and Figure 4-26 illustrate the
results obtained for Location Groups 1, 2 and 3 respectively in Test 8 and
Figure 4-27, Figure 4-28 and Figure 4-29 illustrate the results obtained for
Location Groups 1, 2 and 3 respectively in Test 9.
The results for Test 8 were characterised by an initial peak in AE Hit rates
between 1700 – 2400 Hits/mm for fatigue crack growth to lengths up to 30 mm
with other intermittent peaks between 500 – 700 Hits/mm at crack lengths be-
tween 40 mm – 60 mm in Location Groups 1 and 3.Another peak was observed
in the period just before sample failure. This loosely followed the trend in
average AE Hit rates shown in Figure 4-21 for SEN samples. It was however
also noted that the AE Hit rates in Test 8 were sparsely distributed, with even
more noticeable periods of crack where AE was absent.
The results for Test 9 exhibited some similarities with Test 8 in that there
were initial peaks in AE Hit rates at some crack lengths less than 30 mm,
some intermittent peaks between 40 mm – 50 mm and then increasing AE Hit
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rates with crack growth as the sample approached failure. However there were
significantly less AE signals recorded for crack lengths less than 30 mm in Test
9 compared to Test 8 by at least a factor of 15.
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Figure 4.24: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 1 and 2 (Location
Group 1) from Test 8 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.25: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 3 and 4 (Location
Group 1) from Test 8 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.26: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 5 and 6 (Location
Group 1) from Test 8 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.27: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 1 and 2 (Location
Group 2) from Test 9 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.28: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 3 and 4 (Location
Group 2) from Test 9 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.29: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 5 and 6 (Location
Group 2) from Test 9 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
Effect of increased loading frequency
MT Samples
Test 10 was conducted on an MT sample with an increased loading frequency
of 4 Hz. The other test parameters were identical to those used in the Tests
8 and 9. The guard sensor setup for MT samples was used to record AE data
with two pairs of sensors as described in Section 3.2.4.2. The results for AE
Hit rates at various crack lengths are illustrated in Figure 4-30 and Figure 4-31
for Location Groups 1 and 2 respectively.
It was observed that the trend and values of AE Hit rates were almost identical
for both sensor arrays. They were basically characterised by varying peaks of
AE Hit rates at crack lengths between 20 mm – 45 mm as well as between
50 mm – 70 mm. In comparison with the results obtained from the Tests 8
and 9, this trend does not appear to bear a direct correlation. Although the
maximum peaks in tests were comparable, the AE Hit rates recorded in Test
10 were much more rampant for longer periods of crack growth.
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Figure 4.30: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 1 and 2 (Location
Group 1) from Test 10 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa, R ratio of 0.1 and
frequency of 4 Hz
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Figure 4.31: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 5 and 6 (Location
Group 2) from Test 10 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa, R ratio of 0.1 and
frequency of 4 Hz
Effect of reduced stress range
SEN Samples
Test 11 was performed with stress range reduced to 27 MPa, stress ratio of
0.1 and loading frequency of 2 Hz. The Delta T AE sensor setup was used as
previously described in Section 3.2.4.1. The test was prematurely ended with
crack length at 68 mm. The results for AE Hit rates at various crack lengths
are shown in Figure 4-32.
It was observed that there were no AE Hits recorded until a crack length of
14 mm where a transient increase was observed up to 1390 Hits/mm for just
1 mm of crack growth and almost no AE Hits were recorded afterwards until
crack lengths between 40 mm and 65 mm where AE Hit rates in excess of 100
Hits/mm were observed. The initial peak was at least 7 times greater than the
AE Hit rates observed in other periods of the test.
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Figure 4.32: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 11 with Stress range
of 27 MPa, frequency of 2Hz, stress ratio of 0.1 and ∆K values of 5.5 – 19.2
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Tests 12, 13 and 14 were also performed on SEN samples with a stress range of
27 MPa and stress ratio of 0.1 but with loading frequency of 4 Hz as outlined
in Table 4-2. All the samples were tested until failure which occurred at crack
lengths of about 150 mm. Plots of crack length against elapsed cycles are
shown in Appendix A. The guard sensor AE sensor setup for SEN samples was
used in all of these tests as described in Section 3.2.4.2.
The results of AE Hit rates at various crack lengths for Test 12 are shown
in Figure 4-33 for Location Group 1, which were the pair of sensors close to
the edge of the test sample and Figure 4-34 for Location Group 2 which was
located in the middle of the test sample. Correlating the results for Location
Group 1 to that obtained for the average AE Hits rates observed in Tests 1
to 7, illustrated in Figure 4-21, some similarities particular to Stages 1, 3 and
4 can be seen. Stage 1 corresponds to the rise to peak and decline of AE Hit
rates observed for crack growth up to a crack length of 30 mm, while Stage 3
corresponds to the second rise to peak and decline between crack lengths of 30
mm and 90 mm. Stage 4 corresponds to the steady increase in AE Hit rates
with increased crack growth as the sample approached failure. Although there
was also a decline in AE Hit rates after an initial peak like the Stage 2 shown
in Figure 4-21, this did not appear to reach minimal values in the case of Test
12 and did not occur for prolong periods as previously observed.
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Figure 4.33: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 12 (sensors 1 and 2 –
Location Group 1) with Stress range of 27 MPa, frequency of 4Hz, stress
ratio of 0.1 and ∆K values of 5.5 – 76.8 MPa
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Figure 4.34: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 12 (sensors 5 and 6 –
Location Group 2) with Stress range of 27 MPa, frequency of 4Hz, stress
ratio of 0.1 and ∆K values of 5.5 – 76.8 MPa
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For Location Group 2, the trend AE Hit rates at all crack lengths were almost
identical to those observed in Location Group 1, although the values of AE
Hits rates at crack lengths between 35 mm and 60 mm were marginally less
by a factor of 1.8. In comparison to the average AE Hit rates of Tests 1 to
7 significantly more AE Hit rates were observed at all crack lengths for both
Location Groups 1 and 2, particularly at the peak in Stage 1 where they were
at least 12 times greater.
The AE Hit rates results for Tests 13 and 14 are illustrated in Figures Figure 4-
35, Figure 4-36, Figure 4-37 and Figure 4-38 for each pair of the sensor arrays.
In these tests both Location Groups 1 and 2 showed trends similar to each
other with the largest variation seen at crack lengths less than 20 mm where
Hit rates varied at most by a factor of 2.9. These were also similar to Stages
1, 3 and 4 of the average AE Hit rates obtained for Tests 1 to 7 as described
earlier.
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Figure 4.35: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 13 (sensors 1 and 2 –
Location Group 1) with Stress range of 27 MPa, frequency of 4Hz, stress
ratio of 0.1 and ∆K values of 5.5 – 74.1 MPa
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Figure 4.36: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 13 (sensors 1 and 2 –
Location Group 2) with Stress range of 27 MPa, frequency of 4Hz, stress
ratio of 0.1 and ∆K values of 5.5 – 74.1 MPa
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Figure 4.37: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 14 (sensors 1 and 2 –
Location Group 1) with Stress range of 27 MPa, frequency of 4Hz, stress
ratio of 0.1 and ∆K values of 5.5 – 70 MPa
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Figure 4.38: AE Hit rate versus crack length from Test 14 (sensors 5 and 6 –
Location Group 2) with Stress range of 27 MPa, frequency of 4Hz, stress
ratio of 0.1 and ∆K values of 5.5 – 70 MPa
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MT Samples
Test 15 was conducted on an MT test sample also with a reduced stress range
of 27 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1 and loading frequency of 4 Hz. The guard sensor
setup was also used to record AE data and the results for AE Hit rates at
various crack lengths are illustrated in Figure 4-39 and Figure 4-40 for Location
Groups 1 and 2 respectively. It is observed that both sets of results are almost
identical with the largest variation seen at crack lengths less than 20 mm where
Hit rates varied at most by a factor of 1.3. The results were characterised by
very high AE Hit rates up to 14000 Hits/mm for crack growth up to 20 mm
and then minimal Hit rates around 50 Hits/mm for subsequent crack growth
until the period approaching failure where an increase up to 3800 Hits/mm
was observed.
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Figure 4.39: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 1 and 2 from Test 15
with Stress range of 27 MPa, R ratio of 0.1 and frequency of 4 Hz
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Figure 4.40: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 5 and 6 from Test 15
with Stress range of 27 MPa, R ratio of 0.1 and frequency of 4 Hz
The peak Hit rate in this test was observed at crack lengths less than 30 mm
like in most of the previous tests reported. However, in comparison, it was
about 5 times greater than maximum AE Hit rate in the tests on SEN samples
with identical loading conditions.
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Effect of increased mean stress
SEN Samples
Test 16 was performed on an SEN test sample with stress range of 52.2 MPa
and stress ratio increased to 0.5. The loading frequency was 2 Hz and the
sample was fatigue tested until failure which occurred at a crack length of
about 87 mm. The Guard Sensor setup was to monitor AE signals generated
from the fatigue crack, as described in Section 3.2.4.2, and the results for the
AE Hit rates per mm are given in Figure 4-41 and Figure 4-42 for Location
Groups 1 and 2 respectively. It is observed that the Hit rates for Location
Group 1 showed similarities to Stages 1 and 4 of the average AE Hit rates
in Tests 1 to 7 as previously described. This was not obvious on the linear
scale, particularly for Stage 1, as the peak values of Hit rates were around 10
Hits/mm, over 200 times smaller than the average Hit rates for Tests 1 to 7
at similar crack lengths as shown in Figure 4-21. Minimal AE Hit rates were
observed between crack lengths of about 25 mm and 70 mm, although a very
short-lived spike of about 100 Hits/mm was observed at crack lengths around
40 mm.
An almost identical trend was observed for Location Group 2 with the excep-
tion of a rise to peak of about 1000 Hits/mm and then a decline down to about
10 Hits/mm observed between 38 mm to 50 mm which akin to Stage 3 in the
average AE Hits/mm of Tests 1 to 7 as previously described.
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Figure 4.41: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 1 and 2 (Location
Group 1) from Test 16 with Stress range of 27 MPa and R ratio of 0.5 ∆K
values of 6.0 – 26.1 MPa
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Figure 4.42: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 5 and 6 (Location
Group 2) from Test 16 with Stress range of 27 MPa and R ratio of 0.5 ∆K
values of 6.0 – 26.1 MPa
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Effect of stress intensity range
Test 17 was performed on an SEN sample using quasi-constant stress intensity
range of 12.1 MPa
√
m at every length of crack growth as Test 17 was performed
on an SEN sample using a quasi-constant stress described in Section 3.2.2. The
Delta T setup as described in Section 3.2 was used in recording the AE signals
generated during the test. The results in terms of AE Hit rates at various crack
lengths are shown in Figure 4-43. They are characterised by AE Hit rates less
than 100 Hits/mm for growth up to a crack length of 42 mm where a rapid
increase with a peak of 18,000 Hits/mm. A rapid decline was also observed at
a crack length of 46 mm. Intermittent peaks were seen around 52 mm and 62
mm with minimal rates at other crack lengths.
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Figure 4.43: AE Hit rate versus crack length for Test 15 performed with
quasi-constant ∆K
Effect of variable amplitude loading
Test 18 was performed on an SEN sample using the variable amplitude loading
spectrum as described in Section 3.2.2. A total of 323 sequences were run
over 21 days and failure occurred at crack lengths of about 120 mm. The
Guard Sensor setup was used to monitor the AE signals generated from the
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fatigue crack and the results of AE Hit rates at various crack lengths are
shown in Figure 4-44 and Figure 4-45 for Location Groups 1 and 2 respectively.
Both results are almost identical and are characterised by low quasi-constant
rates of AE for the majority of crack growth and an increase at crack lengths
approaching sample failure.
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Figure 4.44: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 1 and 2 (Location
Group 1) from Test 18 with sample under variable amplitude loading
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Figure 4.45: AE Hit rate versus crack length for sensors 5 and 6 (Location
Group 2) from Test 18 with sample under variable amplitude loading
4.4.2 Metric 2 – AE distribution with applied load cy-
cles
The values of load applied to the test samples were monitored by the AE system
as described in Section 3.2.4. The AE signals recorded were correlated with
their corresponding values of applied cyclic load and these were plotted for the
various crack lengths recorded. The distribution of these load values at various
crack lengths was represented using the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
method [65] as described in Section 2.4.3.3. This gives a visual illustration of
the trend of AE generation from fatigue crack at various stages of growth.
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Effect of variation in material batch
Batch 1 material
The results of AE distribution with the applied load cycles at various crack
lengths for Tests 1 to 3 on Batch 1 material are illustrated in Figure 4-46,
Figure 4-47 and Figure 4-48 respectively. It is observed that the initial peak in
AE hit rates seen in Figure 4-14, Figure 4-15 and Figure 4-16 occurred in the
middle to lower portion of the loading cycles and the resurgence of AE signals
at crack lengths between 55 mm and 70 mm occurred close to the minimum
of the loading cycles. Furthermore, the AE signals recorded as the sample
approached failure occurred mainly around the mean stress as well as close to
the maximum of the loading and just before final failure appeared to occur
across most regions of the loading range.
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Figure 4.46: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for Test 1 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.47: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for Test 2 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.48: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for Test 3 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
Batch 2 material
Despite the differences in the AE Hit rates for Tests 4 and 5, shown in Figure
4-17 and Figure 4-18 in terms of AE Hit rates, from Batch 2 material compared
with those from the Batch 1 material, there were some similarities in terms
of the recorded AE signal distribution with the applied load cycles at various
crack lengths. The results for Tests 4 and 5 are illustrated in Figure 4-49 and
Figure 4-50 respectively. It was observed that AE signals occurred around the
mean stress as well as close to the maximum of the loading cycles and just
before final failure they appeared to occur across most regions of the loading
range just as observed in Tests 1 to 3.
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Figure 4.49: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for Test 4 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.50: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for Test 5 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
Batch 3 material
The results for Tests 6 and 7 are illustrated in Figure 4-51 and Figure 4-52
respectively. Both results exhibited similarities to the previous test in that AE
Hits were observed close to the maximum of the loading range for periods of
crack growth, particularly at the early stages and in the period approaching
failure. Also, the AE Hits were seen to occur almost across the entire loading
range at sample failure with a concentration of AE Hits around the mean stress
in the period leading up to failure. At crack lengths between 45 mm and 70 mm
where there was a rise to peak and then decline in AE Hit rates, as illustrated
in Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20, AE Hits were observed to have occurred in
the bottom half of the loading cycles as previously reported for Tests 1 – 3 on
Batch 1 material.
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Figure 4.51: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for Test 6 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.52: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for Test 7 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
The data of cyclic load values at various crack lengths for Tests 1 – 7 were
added together to identify characteristic behaviour. The distribution of cyclic
loads at each crack length was again determined using the Kernel Density
Estimation (KDE) method and the results are shown in Figure 4-53. Four
significant trends can be identified as follows:
1. Trend 1: At early crack lengths AE is observed to occur around the
mean stress but subsequently occurred at lower loads with increasing
crack length until a crack length of about 75 mm. The highest rates of
AE are also observed in this region.
2. Trend 2: AE occurred close to the maximum of the loading range for
periods of crack growth, particularly at the early stages and just before
failure.
3. Trend 3: A concentration of AE occurred around the middle of the
loading range with the sample approaching failure.
4. Trend 4: At the failure crack length AE appears to be spread across the
loading range.
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Figure 4.53: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for Tests 1 – 7 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
Comparing the result in Figure 4-53 to the average AE Hit rates at similar
crack lengths illustrated in Figure 4-21, it can be observed that the initial
peak up to 1600 Hits/mm and decline to about 20 Hits/mm in AE Hit rates
at crack lengths less than 20 mm (Stage 1) occurred in the mid quarters of the
loading range. For Stage 2 between crack lengths of 20 – 50 mm with minimal
AE Hit rates less than 30 Hits/mm, AE signals can be seen to occur in the
lower third of the loading range as well as close to the maximum stress. In
Stage 3 where there was another increase and then decrease in AE Hit rates
between crack lengths of 55 – 70 mm, the AE signals occurred mainly in the
lower third of the loading range with even further decreasing values of load with
increased crack length, although AE signals could also be seen to occur close to
the maximum of the loading range. Stage 4 constitutes AE signals occurring
around the mean stress as well as close to the maximum stress between crack
lengths of 80 – 100 mm, after which they appeared across the loading range.
Effect of sample geometry
The results for Tests 8 and 9 are shown in Figure 4-54 to Figure 4-56 and
Figure 4-57 to Figure 4-59 respectively for the different location groups. Test 8
was characterised by AE Hits occurring almost entirelyacross the loading range
at crack lengths less than 40 mm as well as AE Hits were occurring around
the maximum and minimum of the loading range with the highest peaks in
AE activity observed towards the bottom of the loading cycles. These bear
some similarities with Tests 1 – 7 as previously described, however the most
significant difference was in the AE Hits occurring around the mean stress at
crack lengths approaching sample failure which were absent in the tests on MT
samples.
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The AE Hit rates for Test 9 were significantly less than those recorded for Test
8 at similar crack lengths, as previously described, however similarities can be
seen in AE Hits occurring across the loading range at crack lengths just before
final failure. Noticeable comparisons with Tests 1 – 7 can also be made in the
AE Hits occurring close to the maximum of the loading cycles for periods of
crack growth.
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Figure 4.54: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 1 and 2 in Test 8 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.55: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 3 and 4 in Test 8 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.56: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 5 and 6 in Test 8 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.57: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 1 and 2 in Test 9 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.58: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 3 and 4 in Test 9 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.59: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 5 and 6 in Test 9 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
Effect of increased loading frequency
MT Samples
The result of Test 10 which was performed on an MT sample with increased
loading frequency of 4 Hz is shown in Figure 4-60 and Figure 4-61 for Location
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Groups 1 and 2 respectively. It was observed that at particular crack lengths
less than 40 mm AE Hits occurred almost across the entire loading range with
the highest peaks in AE activity seen towards the bottom of the loading cycles
in both plots. Also, AE Hits occurred close to the maximum of the loading
cycles for periods of crack growth as well as across the loading range at crack
lengths just before final failure. These trends are similar to those observed in
the Tests 8 and 9.
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Figure 4.60: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 1 and 2 in Test 10 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa, R ratio of 0.1
and frequency of 4 Hz
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Figure 4.61: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 5 and 6 in Test 10 with Stress range of 52.2 MPa, R ratio of 0.1
and frequency of 4 Hz
Effect of Reduced Stress Range
SEN Samples
The result of AE Hits distribution with applied load cycles at various crack
lengths for Test 11 is shown in Figure 4-62. It can be seen that for the extent of
crack growth during the test the distribution was similar to Trend I observed
in Tests 1 – 7 with stress range of 52.2 MPa, where the initial peak in AE
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Hit rates at early crack lengths occurred in the middle to lower portions of
the loading cycles and then decreased with crack growth until a crack length
of about 75 mm. The major difference however was that there was a marked
absence of AE Hits between crack lengths of about 16 mm and 35 mm.
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Figure 4.62: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for Test 11 with Stress range of 27 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
The results of AE Hits distribution with applied load cycles at various crack
lengths for both Location Groups are illustrated in Figure 4-63 to Figure 4-
64 for Test 12, Figure 4-65 to Figure 4-66 for Test 13 and Figure 4-67 to
Figure 4-68 for Test 14. The results appear almost identical; exhibiting all the
characteristics observed in Tests 1 to 7 as previously described but was more
evident in comparison.
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Figure 4.63: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 1 and 2 in Test 12 with Stress range of 27 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.64: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 5 and 6 in Test 12 with Stress range of 27 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.65: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 1 and 2 in Test 13 with Stress range of 27 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.66: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 5 and 6 in Test 13 with Stress range of 27 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
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Figure 4.67: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 1 and 2 in Test 14 with Stress range of 27 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
Figure 4.68: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 5 and 6 in Test 14 with Stress range of 27 MPa and R ratio of 0.1
MT Samples
The results of AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for Test 15 are shown in Figure 4-68 and Figure 6-69 for Location Groups 1
and 2 respectively. Both plots are almost identical and trends observed are
quite similar to other tests conducted on MT samples but they are much more
pronounced because of the larger amount of AE Hit rates recorded in the test.
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Figure 4.69: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 1 and 2 in Test 15 with Stress range of 27 MPa, R ratio of 0.1 and
frequency of 4 Hz
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Figure 4.70: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 5 and 6 in Test 15 with Stress range of 27 MPa, R ratio of 0.1 and
frequency of 4 Hz
Effect of increased mean stress
SEN Samples
The results of AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for Test 16 are shown in Figure 4-71 and Figure 4-72 for Location Groups 1
and 2 respectively. It is observed that both sets of results were very similar,
characterised by AE Hits occurring exclusively at the maximum of the loading
cycles for the majority of crack propagation and then across the loading rang as
the test sample approached failure. These observations are similar to Trends 1
and 4 as previously described. The peak seen at the failure crack length in both
data sets occurred well below the minimum Stress which is not necessarily true.
This can be attributed to the failsafe mechanism of the test machine triggered
at times of test sample failure where the actuator is completely disengaged
and in situations where AE Hits are still being recorded when this function is
triggered they are hence correlated with the minimum load.
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Figure 4.71: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 1 and 2 in Test 16 with Stress range of 27 MPa and R ratio of 0.5
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Figure 4.72: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 5 and 6 in Test 16 with Stress range of 27 MPa and R ratio of 0.5
Effect of stress intensity range
The results of AE Hits distribution with applied load for Test 17 are shown
in Figure 4-73 with the load measurements normalised to the maximum cyclic
load for each stress range considered at the various crack lengths. It can be seen
that AE signals occurred close to the maximum and minimum of the normalised
stress range. At a total crack length of 42 mm AE signals were seen to occur
almost across the entire normalised stress range, with the greatest densities
observed in the bottom where all subsequent Hits were also recorded.
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Figure 4.73: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths in
Test 17 performed with quasi-constant ∆K
Effect of variable amplitude loading
The results of the distribution of AE signals with load for Location Groups
1 and 2 are illustrated in Figure 4-71 and Figure 4-72 respectively for Test
18. Both sensor arrays exhibit similar characteristics. It is observed that AE
signals mainly occurred at the maximum peak loads in the spectrum almost
throughout the test as well as the lower third of the maximum loading range
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for the towards sample failure where the majority of AE signals were observed.
This bears some similarities with Trends 1 and 3 as observed in the constant
amplitude tests of SEN samples with maximum stress of 58 MPa in Section
4.3.1.1.
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Figure 4.74: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 1 and 2 in Test 18 with sample under constant amplitude loading
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Figure 4.75: AE Hit distribution with applied load at various crack lengths
for sensors 5 and 6 in Test 18 with sample under constant amplitude loading
4.4.3 Metric 3 – Probability of Hit (POH)
This is the probability point estimate of successful detection of AE signals
generated from a particular fatigue crack length over several observations from
different test samples with sensors positioned at a fixed location. This ap-
proach is similar to the Hit/miss model for generating POD curves used to
asses manual NDT techniques where binary indications of damage are derived
based on predefined signal response levels [89]. However, in this case binary
indicators of success and failure of crack detection were used with the criteria
for successful detection defined as the sensors receiving a number of AE signals
(Hits) which exceed an assumed threshold. Values for POH were derived using
the expression in Equation 4.5.
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POHi =
m(h)i
n
,∩h > T (4.5)
Where,
h - Number of hits
T - Threshold for succesful detection
m - Number of succesful detections i - Crack length
n - Number of samples
After the POH values were calculated for various crack lengths the resulting
trend was represented with a best-fit Fourier series model using the curve fitting
toolbox in MATLAB.
SEN Samples
POH values were determined at various crack lengths using Equation 4-5 and
assuming a detection threshold (T) of 1 hit/mm of crack growth in Tests 1
– 7 performed on SEN samples with a stress range of 52.2 MPa. This was
performed using the Fourier series model with an R-squared of value of 0.46.
The results are shown in Figure 4-76 where it can be seen that the POH values
from crack initiation increases and peaks at a crack length about 15 mm after
which it steadily declined with its minimum at a crack length of about 42 mm
and then fluctuations were observed with peaks at 60 mm, 85 mm and 108
mm. Correlating this trend with the averaged AE hit rates shown in Figure
4-21, it can be seen that the initial peak at 15 mm corresponds with Stage 1,
the trough around 40 mm corresponds to Stage 2 and the subsequent values
can be loosely associated with Stages 3 and 4.
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Figure 4.76: Probability of detecting at least 1 AE signals per mm of crack
growth for 7 identical tests on SEN samples
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Another iteration of the process to determine POH at various crack lengths was
performed assuming a higher detection threshold of 10 hits/mm and the results
are illustrated in Figure 4-77. This was also performed using the Fourier series
model with an R-squared of value of 0.64. The trend observed takes a much
closer resemblance to the averaged AE hit rates shown in Figure 4-21 with
clear correlations to Stages 1, 2, 3 and 4, although the POH values in Stages
1, 2 and 4 appear reduced in magnitude compared to the trend observed with
T=1 in Figure 4-76.
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Figure 4.77: Probability of detecting at least 10 AE signals per mm of crack
growth for 7 identical tests on SEN samples
MT Samples
POH values at various crack lengths were determined using Equation 4.5 and
assuming a detection threshold (T) of 1 hit/mm of crack growth. This was
performed considering only Location Groups 1 and 3 in the tests of Samples 8
and 9 as the sensor locations were equidistant from the expected propagation
paths of the right and left hand cracks respectively. The results are shown in
Figure 4-78, with an R squared value of 0.5, where high values of POH were
observed from crack initiation up to a crack length of about 30 mm, after which
it declined to 0.2 until 90 mm where there was an increase until final failure.
Another iteration was performed with an increased detection threshold (T)
of 10 hits/mm of crack and the results are shown in Figure 4-79, with an R
squared value of 0.63. A similar trend was observed compare with Figure 4-78
in terms of the high POH values for crack growth up to a crack length of 30
mm; however the proceeding period until a crack length of 90 mm had POH
values less than 0.1.
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Figure 4.78: Probability of detecting at least 1 AE signals per mm of crack
growth for 2 identical tests on MT samples
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Figure 4.79: Probability of detecting at least 10 AE signals per mm of crack
growth for 2 identical tests on MT samples
4.5 Concluding Remarks
Fatigue tests performed under the various loading configurations exhibited ex-
pected behaviour in terms of crack growth rates. Spatial filtering methods were
applied in the AE setup to ensure exclusive acquisition of AE signals generated
from fatigue cracks. Novel metrics developed were used to quantitatively and
qualitatively characterise the detection of AE signals generated during fatigue
crack growth.
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter extends the work done in the previous chapter on verifying AE
technique performance in detecting fatigue crack in coupon samples. The data
recorded in the various tests conducted, shown in Chapter 4, were analysed
in terms of AE source location and AE event classification. A novel metric
was developed for characterising the 1D location accuracy and analysis of 2D
location estimates with crack growth was performed. Also, a method based on
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and k-means clustering was adopted to
study the errors in AE event classification.
5.2 1D Fatigue Crack Location
5.2.1 Metric 4 – Probability of Location (POL)
The accuracy of the AE system in locating AE events generated during fatigue
crack growth was characterised using the Probability of Location (POL) metric
as stated in Equation 5.1. This was introduced in Section 4.1.1. It is essentially
the cumulative probability of errors in location estimates obtained. The error in
each location estimate is characterised by error vectors between the estimated
and actual crack tip location. Figure 5.1 illustrates an example of a 1D error
vector along the vertical axis with respect to the horizontal crack plane.
POL(xi) =
numberofobservations ≤ xj
n+ 1
, x1 ≤ x2 ≤ ... ≤ xn (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: 1D location error vector along the vertical axis with respect to
the horizontal plane
The POL metric was applied the location estimates obtained in Tests 1 to 7
which were all performed on SEN samples with a maximum stress range of
52.2 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1 and frequency of 2 Hz ,as outlined in Table 4-2,
to quantify the 1D location accuracy. The location errors were obtained by
determining the magnitude of the error vectors for each estimated location
in the tests with a signal detection threshold of 49 dB, after which they were
ranked in ascending order and then cumulative probabilities were computed for
the various levels of location error. The location performance was characterised
by the error margin at 90% cumulative probability of location errors. The POL
results for Tests 1 to 7 are illustrated in Figure 5-2. It can be observed that
at 90% cumulative frequency the largest location error was 41 mm, obtained
both in Tests 4 and 6, and the smallest location 19 mm which was obtained in
Test 1.
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Figure 5.2: POL for Tests 1 to 7 conducted under constant amplitude loading
with stress range of 52.2 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1 and loading frequency of 2
Hz
The AE data from Tests 1 – 7 was split, according the trends observed in
the distribution of AE Hits with applied load cycles at various crack lengths
described in Section 4.3.1.1, into 3 parts defined as follows:
1. Section I – AE signals occurring close to the maximum of the loading cy-
cles for crack growth up until a crack length of 75 mm. This corresponds
to Trend 2 for Tests 1 – 7 as shown in Figure 4-53.
2. Section II – AE signals occurring in the lower two thirds of the loading
range for crack growth up until a crack length of 75 mm. This corresponds
to Trend 1 for Tests 1 – 7 as shown in Figure 4-53.
3. Section III – AE signals occurring around the middle of the loading
range for crack lengths approaching sample failure and across the loading
range at final failure. This corresponds to Trends 3 and 4 for Tests 1 – 7
as shown in Figure 4-53.
The location errors for the AE data in each of these partitions were determined
with an AE signal detection threshold of 49 dB, as previously described, and
the corresponding sections in Tests 1 – 7 were grouped together. This resulted
in a total of 838 AE events in Section I, 35594 AE events in Section II and
1103 AE events in Section III. The POL metric was also applied to these three
sections and the results are illustrated in Figure 5-3. It was observed that
the AE events located in Section II gave the best performance with 90% of
the AE events located within 30 mm of the fatigue crack. The second best
performance was observed for Section III with an error margin of about 40
mm at 90% cumulative frequency and worst performance was seen for Trend
1 with an error margin of 68 mm at 90% cumulative frequency. It was also
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observed that although the number of AE events in Section II was 43 times
greater than those in Section I and 32 times greater than those in Section III,
the vast majority AE events in this portion were more accurate.
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Figure 5.3: POL for Sections I, II and III from Tests 1 to 7 conducted under
constant amplitude loading with stress range of 52.2 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1
and loading frequency of 2 Hz
The amplitude distribution of the AE events occurring in these sections of the
AE data are shown in Figure 5-4 for Sections I, II and III. This was performed
using the Gaussian distribution function in MATLAB. It can be seen that the
peak amplitude distribution of AE events were around 52 dB in the case of
Section I, 57 dB in Section II and 66 dB in Section III. It can also be seen that
the variances in the distribution of Sections II and III were larger compared
with that of Section I as there was a wider spread in their distribution towards
higher amplitudes. The signals in Section I which had amplitudes closest to
the set detection threshold of 49 dB gave the worst location performance and
the signals in Section II which had the greatest amplitudes with respect to the
detection threshold gave the best location performance.
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Figure 5.4: Amplitude distribution for Sections I, II and III from Tests 1 to 7
conducted under constant amplitude loading with stress range of 52.2 MPa,
stress ratio of 0.1 and loading frequency of 2 Hz
5.3 2D Fatigue Crack Location
The 2D location of AE events for Tests 12, 13 and 14 on SEN samples with
stress range of 27 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1 and loading frequency of 4 Hz as
outlined in Table 4-2 was performed using timing information from a combi-
nation of sensor Location Groups 1 and 2 as described in Chapter 3. This was
done for discrete periods of crack growth between 10 – 30 mm, 30 – 60 mm, 60
– 90 mm, 90 – 120 mm and 120 mm to final failure. The Kernel Density Es-
timation (KDE) method, as described in Section 2.4.3.3 was used to represent
the distribution of the estimated 2D AE events in each of these partitions and
the results are shown in Figure 5-5, Figure 5-6 Figure 5-7 for Tests 12, 13 and
14 respectively.
In Figure 5-5 which shows the results Test 12 it was observed that there was
considerable amount of scatter in the location estimates, however the densities
in their distribution could be seen in the superimposed contour plots. For
crack growth up to 30 mm the greatest density was seen at a similar location
of crack growth along the crack plane but in the case of subsequent increments
of crack growth up to 90 mm the greatest density was at the same location as
previously observed for crack growth up to 30 mm. The AE events generated
during crack growth between crack lengths of 90 and 120 mm can be seen to be
located in that vicinity along the crack plane. Final failure of the test sample
occurred at 153 mm and the greatest density of the AE location estimates can
be seen in the region leading up to the failure crack length.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of AE events locations estimates for increments of
crack growth until final failure for Test 12 performed on an SEN sample with
σ= 27 MPa, f = 2 Hz and R = 0.1
In Figure 5-6 which shows the results Test 13 it was observed that for crack
growth up to 30 mm the greatest densities of the location estimates were from
the edge of the sample up to about 40 mm along the crack plane. For crack
growth between crack lengths of 30 and 60 mm the highest densities of location
estimates can also be seen to extend from the edge of the sample, however this
time it was up to 55 mm along the crack plane. In the case of crack growth
between crack lengths of 60 and 90 mm it was observed that the location
estimates previously seen extending from the right edge of the sample was
absent and the location estimates were sparsely distributed between 70 and
120 mm along the crack plane with no clear definition of it highest density.
The largest cluster of AE events generated during crack growth between crack
lengths of 90 and 120 mm can be seen to be located between 90 and 140 mm
along the crack plane. Final failure of the test sample occurred at 150 mm
and the greatest density of the AE location estimates can be seen around this
region on the crack plane.
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of AE events locations estimates for increments of
crack growth until final failure for Test 13 performed on an SEN sample with
σ= 27 MPa, f = 2 Hz and R = 0.1
In Figure 5-7 which shows the results Test 14 it was observed that there was
some scatter in the AE event location estimates for the first two increments of
crack growth up to a crack length of 60 mm, although it appeared significantly
less compared with similar regions of crack growth in Test 12, shown in Figure
5-5. For crack growth up to 30 mm the greatest densities of the location
estimates was around the region of the initiating notch root, extending to
about 20 mm along the crack plane. Between crack lengths of 30 mm and
60 mm AE events can be seen along this region of crack growth and peaks
in the density of the distribution can also be seen at 40 mm and 60 mm as
well as around the notch root, as previously seen in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6
for Tests 12 and 13 respectively. In the case of crack growth between crack
lengths of 60 and 90 mm two distinct clusters of AE event location estimates
were observed, one of which was in the region of crack growth and the other was
around the notch root, as observed in previous tests. The AE events generated
during crack growth between crack lengths of 90 and 120 mm can be seen to be
located in that vicinity along the crack plane. Final failure of the test sample
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occurred at 143 mm and the greatest density of the AE location estimates can
be seen in the region leading up to the failure crack length.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of AE events locations estimates for increments of
crack growth until final failure for Test 14 performed on an SEN sample with
σ= 27 MPa, f = 2 Hz and R = 0.1
The 2D location of AE events for Tests 15 conducted on an MT sample with
stress range of 27 MPa, stress ratio of 0.1 and loading frequency of 4 Hz as
outlined in Table 4-2 was also performed. This was done cumulatively for all
location estimates obtained during the test until final failure and the distribu-
tion was determined using the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) method, as
described in Section 2.4.3.3. The results are shown in Figure 5-8. It can be
seen that although there is significant scatter in the location estimates, they
also appear to be delineated into two parts which would correspond to the
fatigue cracks emanating from either side of the notch, located between 115 –
135 mm on the horizontal plane. The greatest densities in AE event location
estimates appear to be in the left-hand region of the distribution where it can
be seen to be located between 100 – 130 mm which approximately corresponds
to the period of growth between half crack lengths of 10 – 30 mm.
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of cumulative AE events locations estimates for Test
15 performed on an MT sample with σ = 27 MPa, f = 2 Hz and R = 0.1
5.4 Classification
Different sources of AE signals can be distinguished by performing dimensional-
ity reduction of AE signal features using Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
along with k-Means clustering, as described in Section 2.4.3.1. A supervised
process for quantifying classification errors obtained with these methods was
performed in the following steps:
1. Normalise the AE data set by dividing the values of each feature by their
respective standard deviations.
2. Assign indices to the various observations of the AE features.
3. Perform PCA on all AE features.
4. Perform k-means clustering on the resulting principal components using
the known number of AE sources in the data set as the target cluster,
incorporating at least 95% variance in the data set.
5. Correlate the latent variables from PCA to the original AE data using
the previously assigned indices.
Step i was necessary as the AE signal features were of different units which
could cause a bias in the PCA output towards the AE signal features with larger
physical dimensions [69]. There is no general means of deciding how many
principal components or how much percentage variance is needed to adequately
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represent a data set [62], hence a minimum threshold of percentage variance
of at least 95% is adopted for all iterations of this process. This procedure
was implemented in MATLAB using the princomp and kmeans functions to
perform PCA and k-means clustering respectively. AE signals from various
sources were generated and the influence of AE signal propagation distance on
AE source classification was investigated.
5.4.1 Effect of propagation distance on AE signal fea-
tures
Investigations on the effect of AE signal propagation distance on AE signal fea-
tures were conducted on AE data recorded from performing pencil lead breaks
(PLBs) in two cases. The first considers AE signals from PLBs at distributed
locations across the area of test samples with different sensor locations, while
the second considers AE from repeated PLBs at specific locations on test sam-
ples with fixed sensor locations.
AE signals with similar propagation distance
For the first case PLBs were performed at various distributed locations on a
1 x 2 m aluminium sheet with a 3-sensor configuration and a 450 x 550 mm
with both 3 and 4-sensor configurations as illustrated in Figure 4-4, Figure
4-5 and Figure 4-6. The three AE data sets were identical apart from the
relative distances from the PLB location to the sensors where they were de-
tected which varied from sample to sample and was generally larger in the
1 x 2 m sample compared to the 450 x 550 mm sample. Steps i to iii were
undertaken to perform PCA on all the 14 AE signal features, listed in Table
3-5. The results for the first two principal components are shown in Figure
5-9 where it was observed that three clusters can be identified with each of
them corresponding to AE events recorded in the three AE data sets. How-
ever, separation between these clusters was not distinct as there were areas of
overlap particularly between the two AE data sets obtained in the 450 x 550
mm sample.
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Figure 5.9: PCA of AE signals generated from PLBs performed at distributed
locations across the area of test samples with different sensor locations
AE signals with different propagation distances
For the second case repeated PLBs were performed at three locations on a
250 x 530 mm aluminium sample with two sensors as illustrated in Figure 5-
10. AE data exclusively recorded at sensor 2 was considered to ensure similar
propagation distances for AE signals originating from the same location. The
approximate distance to sensor 2 from PLB location 3 was 135 mm, 70 mm
for PLB location 2 and at least 170 mm for PLB location 1.
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Figure 5.10: PLB and sensor locations on test sample
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Steps i to iii were undertaken to perform PCA on all AE signal features and the
results for the first two principal components are shown in Figure 5-11. It was
observed that the clusters corresponding to the AE signals from the different
PLB locations were visibly separated. Most notably the PLBs at location 1
which had the farthest propagation distance appeared more distinct from the
other two data sets which had shorter propagation distances in comparison.
Some outlying data points were also observed for each of the data sets.
Figure 5.11: PCA of AE signals from PLBs performed at specific locations on
test samples with fixed sensor locations
5.4.2 Effect of propagation distance on AE signal clas-
sification
Investigations on the effect of AE signal propagation distance on AE signal clas-
sification errors were conducted on AE data recorded from performing pencil
lead breaks (PLBs) along with AE data from fatigue crack propagation and
test machine grip fretting. This was performed in two scenarios, considering
AE signals from different sources with similar propagation distance in the first
and then AE signals from different sources with different propagation distances
in the second.
AE signals with similar propagation distance
AE data sets were generated from PLBs, test machine grip fretting and fatigue
crack propagation on a 250 x 530 mm aluminium sample. The machine grip
fretting AE data was generated by subjecting a test sample without a crack
initiating notch to constant amplitude sinusoidal fatigue loading and recording
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the resulting AE signals which may have been generated from either or both
grips. AE data from fatigue crack propagation was obtained from Test 1, as
listed in Table 4-2, including all the AE signals generated throughout the test
until final failure. Finally, two sets of AE data from PLBs were generated
by performing distributed PLBs across the crack plane and span of the test
machine grip. To ensure similar propagation distance for all the AE signals
generated from different AE sources, only AE signals detected at sensor 2 were
considered in this data set.
PCA was applied to the AE data from fatigue crack propagation together
with AE data from PLBs performed across the crack plane and the results
of the first and second principal components are illustrated in Figure 5-12.
It can be observed that there were some outlying data points; however the
clusters corresponding to the different data sets can be seen to overlap in some
areas. Clustering was performed on the first seven principal components which
accounted for 97% of variance in the entire data set. The results of supervised
classification based on the clustering outcome are represented in a confusion
matrix shown in Table 5-1 where classification errors of 61% can be observed
for the AE signals generated from fatigue crack and 32% for the AE signals
generated from PLBs.
Figure 5.12: PCA of AE signals from PLBs performed along the crack plane
and AE signals from fatigue crack propagation with fixed sensor locations
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Table 5.1: Confusion matrix of classification errors between AE signals from
PLBs performed along the crack plane and AE signals from fatigue crack
propagation
Predicted Class
PLB Crack
Actual PLB 61 (68%) 28 (32%)
Class Crack 4670 (61%) 3015 (39%)
The feature reduction and classification process previously described was ap-
plied to the AE data from test machine grip fretting together with AE data
from PLBs performed across the span of the test machine grip and the results
of the first and second principal components are illustrated in Figure 5-13. It
was observed that although the extreme regions of the clusters corresponding
to the different AE sources were separate, they can also be seen to converge
about a common point.
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Figure 5.13: PCA of AE signals from PLBs performed along the span of the
test machine grip location and AE signals from fatigue crack propagation
with fixed sensor locations
Clustering was also performed on the first seven principal components which
accounted for 97.1% of variance in the entire data set. Supervised classification
of the results are shown in Table 5-2 where there was no misclassification of
the AE signals from test machine grip fretting however there was an error of
39% was observed for the AE signals from PLBs.
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Table 5.2: Confusion matrix of classification errors between AE signals from
PLBs performed along the span of the test machine grip location and AE
signals from fatigue crack propagation
Predicted Class
PLB Fretting
Actual PLB 68 (61%) 44 (39%)
Class Fretting 0 843 (100%)
AE signals with different propagation distances
AE signals from fatigue crack propagation obtained in Test 1, as specified in
Table 4-2, together with AE signals from PLBs at location 2 on the crack plane,
as shown in Figure 5-10, were considered as a data set. The AE data consisted
of AE signals detected at sensor 2 with an approximate propagation distance
of 70 mm for those generated from PLBs and up to 135 mm for those generated
from fatigue crack propagation across the width of the sample. There were a
total of 56 AE signals from the PLBs and 7685 AE signals from fatigue crack
growth.
PCA was applied to all 14 features of the AE signals in these data sets and the
results of the first two principal components are illustrated in Figure 5-14. It
was observed that there were two clusters with each of them corresponding to
AE events from either of the AE sources. In comparison with similar analysis
done on AE data from fatigue crack and PLBs across the crack plane, shown
in Figure 5-10, separation between the two clusters appear to be marginally
wider.
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Figure 5.14: PCA of AE signals from PLBs performed at Location 2 along
the crack plane and AE signals from fatigue crack propagation with fixed
sensor locations
Clustering was also performed on the first seven principal components which
accounted for 97.6% of variance in the entire data set. The results were com-
pared with the actual origins of the AE signals and represented in a confusion
matrix shown in Table 5-3. In comparison with the results for AE data from
fatigue crack and PLBs across the crack plane, shown in Table 5-2, it was ob-
served that the classification error was improved for the AE signals from PLB,
however a classification error of 60% was observed for the AE signals from the
fatigue crack.
Table 5.3: Confusion matrix of classification errors between AE signals from
PLBs performed at Location 2 along the crack plane and AE signals from
fatigue crack propagation
Predicted Class
PLB Crack
Actual PLB 56 (100%) 0
Class Crack 4667 (60%) 3018 (40%)
The feature reduction and classification process was applied to the AE data
from test machine grip fretting together with AE data from PLBs performed
at location 2 on the crack plane, as shown in Figure 5-10. This consisted of AE
signals detected at sensor 2 with an approximate propagation distance of 70
mm for those generated from PLBs and at least 170 mm for those generated
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from test machine grip fretting. There were a total of 56 AE signals from the
PLBs and 843 AE signals from test machine grip fretting. The results of the
first and second principal components are illustrated in Figure 5-15.
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Figure 5.15: PCA of AE signals from PLBs performed at Location 2 along
the crack plane and AE signals from test machine grip fretting with fixed
sensor locations
Clustering was also performed on the first seven principal components which
accounted for 97.3% of variance in the entire data set and the results were
compared with the actual origins of the AE signals and represented in a confu-
sion matrix shown in Table 5-4. Comparing this with the results for AE data
from test machine grip fretting and PLBs across the span of grip, shown in
Table 5-2, it was observed that they were much improved with no classification
errors.
Table 5.4: Confusion matrix of classification errors between AE signals from
PLBs performed at Location 2 along the crack plane and AE signals from
test machine grip fretting
Predicted Class
PLB Fretting
Actual PLB 56 (100%) 0
Class Fretting 0 843 (100%)
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5.5 Concluding Remarks
The accuracy of the AE technique in performing 1D location of fatigue crack
in various tests was determined to be between 19 mm and 41 mm. It was
also observed that the AE signals associated with Trend 1, where they were
produced in the lower two-thirds of the loading range for crack growth up
to a total length of 80 mm, were of greater amplitudes compared with the
other signals generated. Better location accuracy was also obtained with these
signals.
For SEN samples, the majority of AE signals generated from crack growth up
to a length of 80 mm were seen to be produced mainly between crack lengths
of 10 mm and 20 mm, even after crack growth beyond this region.
AE event classification using PCA and k-means clustering was also performed
on different AE data sets which showed that the ability to correctly distinguish
between AE signals from different sources in more sensitive to the effects of
propagation distances than the inherent characteristics of the different source.
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Validation of AE Detection and
Location in a Wing-box Structure
6.1 Introduction
Chapters 4 and 5 dealt with performance verification of the AE technique in
fatigue crack detection, location and AE source classification under controlled
conditions, using coupon samples. This chapter on the other hand deals with
another important aspect of performance evaluation which is concerned with
validation of the technique in realistic structures. The AE results of tests
performed on a wing-box structure are given in this chapter.
6.2 Wave velocity calibration
The AE system’s built-in Automatic Sensor Test (AST) function, described
in Section 3.2.3, was used to determine the arrival time delay between sensor
pairs. With the sensors mounted in the assembled wing-box structure, the
AST function was used to send 50 pulse signals, with 5 µs length and 100 ms
delays between pulses, to each sensor in a Location Group. The average time
delay of AE arrival was recorded. Given a distance of 290 mm between sensors
in the same spar, the average wave velocity was calculated. The results for the
different interrogation paths are shown in Table 6-1.
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Table 6.1: Average time delay and wave velocity with acousto-ultrasonic
interrogation between the two pairs of sensors
Sensor interrogation Average ∆t (µs) Wave velocity
(sending-receiving) kms
5-6 105 2.76
6-5 103 2.81
3-4 118 2.45
4-3 102 2.84
Mean 2.72
6.3 Test 1 – Tension-Tension
6.3.1 1D AE source location
Test 1 was performed for a total of 66,033 fatigue load cycles with interruptions
at 6815, 21018 and 55018 cycles for independent verification of crack growth
using a Borescope and an Eddy Current probe without disclosure of the crack
location. The results of AE event location estimates for Location Groups 1 and
2 are illustrated in Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2 respectively, assuming an average
wave velocity of 2.72 km/s. In Figure 6-1, it is shown that the distribution of
AE event location estimates was between 270 – 300 mm along the horizontal
axis. The greatest peak occurred at approximately 280 mm, corresponding to
a position between Holes 11 and 12, as shown in Table 3-7. A few AE events
were also detected by Location Group 2 despite not containing a seeded crack,
as shown in Figure 6-2. These were located between 280 – 310 mm along the
horizontal axis, corresponding to the region between Holes 11 and 13.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of 1D AE event location estimates in Test 1, with
detection threshold of 45 dB and high-pass filtering ≥ 75 dB using Location
Group 1 (sensors 5 and 6)
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of 1D AE event location estimates in Test 1, with
detection threshold of 45 dB and high-pass filtering ≥ 75 dB using Location
Group 2 (sensors 3 and 4)
6.3.2 2D AE source location
Using the AE arrival time delay measurements from both Location Groups 1
and 2, 2D damage location estimates were performed also assuming a propa-
gating wave velocity of 2.72 km/s. These results are presented in Figure 6-3.
Both the 2D location estimates, as well as their distribution determined using
the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) method are shown superimposed over a
drawing of the wing-box structure plan view. It was observed that there was
one main cluster of AE events with its peak displaced from the test spar by
50 mm along the vertical axis of the wing-box. In the horizontal direction,
this peak was located at approximately 600 mm from the tip of the wing-box,
corresponding approximately to Hole 10.
Figure 6.3: Distribution of 2D AE event location estimates on wing-box
structure in Test 1 using KDE
6.3.3 AE distribution with applied load cycles
The distribution of recorded AE signals from the sensors in both Location
Groups 1 and 2 across the applied load range with increased fatigue load cycles
was obtained using the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) method described
in Section 2.4.3.3. The results are shown in Figure 6-4. It can be observed
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that in the period from the start of the test up to 30,000 fatigue load cycles
AE signals occurred across the loading range with the vast majority of them
occurring close to the maximum. For the remaining period of the test AE
signals were observed to occur sparsely across the loading range compared to
the previous period and their greatest densities were close to the minimum
applied load.
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Figure 6.4: AE Hit distribution in the applied load range with increasing load
cycles for both Location Group 1 and 2
6.4 Test 2 – Tension-Compression
6.4.1 1D AE source location
Test 2 was performed for an additional 15000 fatigue load cycles with the
location of the crack still undisclosed. The results for AE location estimates for
Location Group 1 and 2 are illustrated in Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6 respectively,
also assuming an average wave velocity of 2.72 km/s. It was observed that the
location distribution ranged from 240 – 300 mm, with its peak occurring at
250 mm, corresponding approximately to Hole 10 as shown in Table 3-7. An
almost identical distribution was observed for Location Group 2; however, with
fewer AE signals were detected.
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of 1D AE event location estimates in Test 2, with
detection threshold of 45 dB and high-pass filtering ≥ 90 dB using Location
Group 2 (sensors 5 and 6)
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of 1D AE event location estimates in Test 2, with
detection threshold of 45 dB and high-pass filtering ≥ 90 dB using Location
Group 2 (sensors 3 and 4)
6.4.2 2D AE source location
The 2D location estimates were also performed using the AE arrival time de-
lay measurements from both Location Groups 1 and 2, and the results are
illustrated in Figure 6-7. It can be observed that there was significantly more
scatter in damage location estimates as compared with Test 1. The peak of
the location estimate distribution was displaced from the test spar by 100 mm
on the horizontal axis. On the vertical axis, the peak was located between 570
- 600 mm, corresponding to the region between Holes 9 and 11.
Figure 6.7: Distribution of 2D AE event location estimates on wing-box
structure in Test 2 using KDE
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6.4.3 AE distribution with applied load cycles
The distribution of recorded AE signals from the sensors in both Location
Groups 1 and 2 across the applied load range with increased fatigue load cycles
was obtained using Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) and the results are shown
in Figure 6-8. It was observed that from the onset AE signals were distinctly
generated close to the maximum of the loading range as well as around 0 kN.
This trend was sustained for prolonged period.
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Figure 6.8: AE Hit distribution in the applied load range with increasing load
cycles for both Location Group 1 and 2
6.5 Non Destructive Inspection (NDI) of wing-
box
Non Destructive Inspection (NDI) was independently performed by the Na-
tional Research Council of Canada (NRC) on the entire wing-box using Eddy
Current, Ultrasonic and Fluorescent Penetrant techniques and the results for
the test spar are given in Table 6-2. These inspections identified the location
of the ‘hidden’ crack to be at Hole 11. It was observed that other holes had
not develop fatigue cracks, apart from Hole 9 which showed a crack-like indi-
cation with the Eddy Current technique, which could not be confirmed using
the ultrasonic and fluorescent penetrant methods. Also, no other cracks were
found in other parts of the wing-box, although there were some signs of minor
damage around some fastener holes.
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Table 6.2: Non Destructive Inspection of wing-box structure
Hole Eddy Ultrasonic Dye-penetrant Notes
number Current inspection inspection
inspection
9 Yes No No Crack-like
indication < 0.76
mm
11 Yes Yes Yes Confirmed 4.2 mm
crack
6.6 Concluding remarks
The experimental setup was very representative of a realistic damage monitor-
ing situation. The AE system was configured to detect and locate AE sources
in the structure. This resulted successful location of the ‘hidden’ fatigue crack
with an accuracy of 6 mm in Test 1 and 24 mm in Test 2. The complex prop-
agation paths in the structure were also uniquely exploited to perform wider
area monitoring with the same sensor set.
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7.1 Introduction
The aim of this work was to quantitatively characterise the performance of AE
technique in detecting and locating fatigue crack for structural health mon-
itoring purposes. Tests were performed to monitor fatigue crack growth in
both coupon samples and a representative wing-box structure. The results
presented in preceding chapters are discussed here in context of validation and
verification of the performance of the AE technique, in light of current state of
the art. A novel approach for fatigue crack length estimation is also presented
in this chapter.
7.2 Variability in AE generation from fatigue
crack
With the spatial filtering methods adopted in the test setup described in Sec-
tion 3.2.4 the AE signals recorded during the various tests conducted are as-
sumed to be associated with fatigue crack growth. However, it was also impor-
tant to understand if there was any significant effect of sensor position relative
to the crack at various points of growth on their sensitivity in detecting the AE
signals generated. Potential influencing factors are attenuation with increased
propagation distance or directionality in the radiation pattern of the signals
for example [84; 104]. For this reason two pairs of sensors were used in the
guard sensor configuration to simultaneously and independently monitor AE
signals during the tests. For the tests performed on SEN samples, variation
in AE hit rates by less than a factor of 2 was typically observed for any given
crack length, although greater rates were consistently observed, particularly at
crack lengths less than 20 mm, with Location Group 1 (sensors 1 and 2) which
was positioned closer to the initiating notch, compared to Location Group 2
(sensors 5 and 6) which was in the middle of the sample. This may not have
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any notable difference for tests where large amounts of AE signals were ob-
served but could be more significant in the tests where minimal amounts of
AE signals were generated.
For the tests performed on MT samples, the AE signals detected by the dif-
ferent pairs of sensors were more intermittent at various crack lengths and
exhibited larger levels of variation by up to a factor of 15 were observed for
crack lengths less than 30 mm and even greater values up to a factor 40 for
subsequent crack growth. This can be attributed to the fact that two cracks
were present and may not necessarily have exhibited identical behaviour.
The intensity of AE signals generated from fatigue cracks varied quite widely
across tests performed on different samples and batches of material under nom-
inally identical loading conditions. The sum of AE hits for four identical ranges
of crack growth are shown in Table 7-1 for Tests 1 to 7 which were performed
on SEN samples under identical loading conditions. The coefficient of variance
for the various stages was calculated and also shown in Table 7-1. These were
anomalous as they exceeded the expected maximum of 1 [105]. This is because
the data is heavily polarised with ranges up to 36362 units, which can lead to
very inaccurate estimation of the mean and consequently standard deviation
values greater than the mean. This can be attributed to the small sample size;
however this nonetheless indicates the high level of variability in the data.
The AE Hit distribution with applied load cycles for Tests 1 to 7, illustrated in
Figure 4-53, shows the four distinct trends observed which are believed to be
representative of fatigue processes present during crack growth in SEN samples.
However it appeared that some of them were completely absent in certain tests,
particularly for those with samples from Batch 2 material. This would counter-
intuitively suggest that some of these processes did not occur in some of the
tests which is implausible, especially as the mechanical characteristics of the
different batches of material were very similar as shown in Table 3-1 and Table
3-2. One possible explanation for this behaviour could be that due to the
sensors being located in the middle of the samples for Tests 1 to 7, they were
less sensitive to AE signals generated at early crack lengths, as noted earlier.
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Table 7.1: Variation in total AE hits for identical periods of crack growth in
Tests 1 to 7 performed on SEN samples under identical loading conditions
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
(10-20) mm (20-55) mm (55-70) mm (70 mm -failure)
Test 1 13860 46 1030 446
Test 2 36362 4554 1614 660
Test 3 918 2568 2342 660
Test 4 18 208 34 594
Test 5 0 0 6 244
Test 6 46 284 898 834
Test 7 206 3526 2888 1414
Mean 7344 1598 1258 648
Standard 13769 1915 1095 391
deviation
Coefficient of 1.87 1.19 0.87 0.60
variance
Probability of Detection (POD) curves are the generally accepted means of
characterising techniques, with uncertainty requirements in damage that POD
detection is using NDT increasing with discontinuity size [106; 107]. As a
result prescribed functions are used to represent POD data which are typically
monotonically increasing curves with increase in discontinuity size. At the
time of preparing this thesis, no probabilistic methods for characterising AE
generation during fatigue crack growth until final failure were uncovered.
The Probability of Hit (POH) metric, described in Section 4.3.3, is one of the
novel developments in this work. It was applied to AE data from Tests 1 to 7
and the results showed that for a detection criterion of 1 Hit/mm, POH values
between 0.6 and 1 were obtained for the majority of crack growth. For an
increased detection criterion of 10 Hits/mm a rapid decline in POH values was
observed, exhibiting peaks and troughs particularly similar to the stages in the
averaged AE Hit rates observed for Test 1 to 7, shown in Figure 4.19. Relating
the two plots to each other shows that although the greatest AE Hit rates were
observed in Stage I, greater POH values were obtained for Stage III.
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7.3 Evolution of AE during fatigue crack growth
In the results for Tests 1 to 7 performed on SEN samples with a stress range
of 52.2 MPa and stress ratio of 0.1, presented in Section 4.3, it was intriguing
to observe the four trends in AE Hit distribution with applied load cycles as
shown in Figure 4-53. In Trend 1, AE signals were seen to be generated around
the mean stress for crack lengths between 10 – 20 mm and then subsequently
occurring at lower loads with increasing crack length, as seen in Figure 4-53.
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) inspection of fracture surfaces revealed
debris collection at various points of crack growth, as shown in Figure 4-12.
This suggested that there were points of contact between the fracture surfaces
as the samples underwent cyclic fatigue loading. This observation can be linked
with crack closure as described in Section 2.5.
The effects of fatigue crack closure have been widely studied in the past 40
years; Newman (1984) presented a general crack opening stress equation for
constant amplitude loading as a function of stress ratio (R), stress level (σmax)
and three dimensional constraint (α) as shown in Equation 7-1 to 7-6.
σopen
σmax
= A0 + A1R + A2R
2 + A3R
3, forR ≥ 0 (7.1)
And,
σopen
σmax
= A0 + A1R, for − 1 ≤ R < 0 (7.2)
Where,
σopen/σmax - Normalised crack opening stress
When σopen ≥ σmin, the coefficients were:
A0 = (0.85− 0.3α + 0.05α2) [cos(piσmax/2σ0)]1/α (7.3)
A1 = (0.415− 0.071α)σmax/σ0 (7.4)
A2 = 1− A0 − A1 − A3 (7.5)
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A3 = 2A0 + A1 − 1 (7.6)
The relation between normalised crack opening stresses (σopen/σmax) and stress
ratio (R) for various applied stress levels (σopen/σ0) under plane stress condition
as shown in Figure 7-1 [108], where σ0 is termed the flow stress which is the
average between the uniaxial yield stress and uniaxial ultimate tensile strength
of the material. It was also noted that at high stress ratios, the applied stress
has little influence on the crack opening stress.
With the measured yield and ultimate tensile strength of the test presented in
Section 3.2, the flow stress was calculated as 465 MPa, 466.5 MPa and 466.5
MPa for Batches 1, 2 and 3 materials respectively. This indicates that for both
sets of tests conducted with maximum stress of 58 MPa and 30 MPa, crack
opening was calculated to occur at 51% and 53% of the respective maximum
stress as illustrated in Figure 7-1.
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Figure 7.1: Normalised crack-opening stress as a function of stress ratio (R)
and stress level for plane-stress conditions
In the cumulative plot of AE Hits distribution with applied load cycles for
Tests 1 – 7 shown in Figure 4-53, it can be seen that the greatest densities in
the distribution at crack lengths up to 80 mm occurred below about 35 MPa
or 60% of the maximum stress in the cycle. This suggests that crack opening
at crack lengths less than 20 mm occurred at this point, which is comparable
to the generalised prediction calculated to be 51% for the test configuration.
Tests 12 and 13 performed on SEN samples with a stress range of 27 MPa and
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stress ratio of 0.1, presented in Section 4.3, also showed a similar behaviour
where the majority of AE signals associated with Trend 1 occurred below about
51% of the maximum load. However, Test 10 was somewhat exceptional with a
significant amount of the AE signals occurring up to 76% of the loading range
at similar crack lengths.
2D location estimates for the AE signals associated with Trend 1 was performed
for Tests 12 and 14, as listed in Table 4-2, by filtering out AE signals occurring
above 70% of the loading range for crack growth up to a crack length of 90
mm. The results for Test 12 are shown in Figure 7-2 for three increments of
crack growth, where it can be seen that although there is a significant amount
of scatter, the peak in the distribution was located at about 20 mm along the
crack plane for each of the increments of crack growth. This shows that these
AE signals associated with Trend 1 occur at a particular point close to the
initiating notch, even though the crack tip had advanced beyond this region.
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Figure 7.2: Distribution of 2D location estimates for AE signals associated
with Trend 1 in Test 12
The results for Test 14 are shown in Figure 7-3 for identical increments of
crack growth as in Test 12 which is shown in Figure 7-2. This shows less
scatter in the location estimates compared with Test 12, however, a very sim-
ilar behaviour was also observed in the distribution peak occurring at crack
lengths less than 20 mm for each increment of crack growth considered. This
corroborates previous observations made in Test 12. It was also interesting
to observe that for crack growth between 30 – 60 mm and 60 -90 mm, other
peaks in the distribution of location estimates were seen in regions of the crack
plane corresponding to the tip. This suggests that the AE signals associated
with crack closure occurs close to the notch root, even when the crack tip had
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advanced beyond that region of the crack plane, as well as at the crack tip.
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Figure 7.3: Distribution of 2D location estimates for AE signals associated
with Trend 1 in Test 14
The averaged AE Hit rates with increasing crack length for the AE signals
associated with Trend 1 was performed and the results are shown in Figure 7-
4. It can be observed that the hit rates were almost identical to those observed
for the entire loading range of Tests 1 to 7, shown in Figure 4-21. In both cases,
it can be seen that the peak hit rate for crack lengths less than 20 mm was
about 1600 AE Hits/mm, also the hit rates for the majority of crack lengths
between 20 – 45 mm were less than 30 AE Hits/mm and less than 120 AE
Hits/mm for subsequent crack growth until final failure. This verifies that the
vast majority of AE signals generated were associated with Trend 1.
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Figure 7.4: Averaged AE Hit rates versus crack length for AE signals
associated with Trend 1 in Tests 1 to 7
The decline in AE Hit rates observed in Stage II occurring between 20 – 55
mm, where low AE Hit rates of less than 30 Hits/mm as illustrated in Figure
4-21, could similarly be traced to changes in Trend 1 where minimal AE Signals
were also observed at almost identical crack lengths.
Similar periods of minimal AE signal generation from edge cracks, akin to
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Stage II, after an initial surge in activity, where they were reported to last up
to last up to 80% of the samples fatigue life [52; 87]. In comparison with the
averaged AE Hit rates for Tests 1 to 7, this was observed to be 27% of the
sample fatigue life. However, it was noted that Daniel et al. (1997) performed
the said tests with a much greater stress range of 154 MPa, although with
the same stress ratio of 0.1. The difference in these set of results follows the
previously observed behaviour where a higher stress range results in longer
duration of ‘Stage II’.
In the cases of Tests 12 to 14 performed with stress range of 27 MPa and stress
ratio of 0.1 which were presented in Section 4.3.2.4, Stage II of the AE Hit rates
as previously observed was almost non-existent, which was also evident in the
distribution of AE Hits with applied load as shown in Figure 4-63 toFigure 4-
68. This suggest that there may be two mechanisms responsible for generating
the AE signals associated with Trend 1, corresponding to the crack growth
between 10-20 mm and 20 – 50 mm respectively in Tests 1 to 7 and was almost
merged together with reduced stress range.
In Trend 2, AE signals were observed close to the maximum of the load cycles.
The AE signals associated with Trend 2 were sparsely generated compared
with Trend 1 as shown in Figure 7-5 for Trend 2 where maximum hit for the
entire period of crack growth was seen to be less than 100 AE Hits/mm. It
was also observed to be most prominent at crack lengths less than 50 mm and
for crack lengths greater than 80 mm until final failure.
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Figure 7.5: Averaged AE Hit rates versus crack length for AE signals
associated with Trend 2 in Tests 1 to 7
Trend 2, where AE signals were seen to occur close to the maximum of the
applied load cycles, was also observed for Tests 12 to 14 performed on SEN
samples with a stress range of 27 MPa and stress ratio of 0.1. This was an
intriguing behaviour as such a trail of AE signals occurring at a stress of around
30 MPa with crack growth was not observed for Tests 1 to 7 at similar stress
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values, even though it was exceeded in every stress cycle. This suggests that
the occurrence of this group of AE signals is more dependent on the turning
point of the stress cycle than the stress level.
Similar observations have been made in available literature and these signals
are associated with fatigue processes at the crack tip [56; 57]. They are some-
times referred to as primary or material AE, attributed to fracture of inclusions
as well as crack extension [2; 82] which can be expected to occur close to the
peak of the applied load cycles where the crack tip stress intensity range is at
a maximum. This group of AE signals has been the focus of many research
studies where correlation of changes in their features with stress intensity range
has been demonstrated in performing crack growth rate prediction [31; 46; 55-
57;109].
Evidence of the correlation between the crack tip position and the location
estimates obtained from the AE signals occurring close to the maximum load
in the tests performed was uncovered by filtering out AE events occurring below
70% of the maximum of the load cycles and observing the location estimates
with incremental crack growth. From Figure 5-5, Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7,
which show the distribution of 2D location estimates for Tests 12, 13 and 14
respectively, it can be seen that the peak densities of AE location estimates
for crack growth from 90 mm until final failure clearly corresponded with the
position of the crack tip. Therefore, further data processing was performed for
AE data recorded for crack growth up to 90 mm. The results for Test 14 are
shown in Figure 7-6 where it can be seen that the different groups of AE events
also followed progressive crack growth. This was particularly evident for crack
lengths between 60 – 90 mm.
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Figure 7.6: AE event location estimates for AE signals occurring in the top
30% of the loading cycles with incremental crack growth
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Trends 3 and 4, as illustrated in Figure 4.49, where AE signals were seen to oc-
cur around the mean stress with the sample approaching failure and eventually
spread across the loading range at failure crack length, were also consistently
observed in Tests 12 to 14. They occurred in the final 6% of the samples fatigue
life, as shown in Figure 4-22, which is in the period of unstable crack growth
before final failure.
In the plots of AE Hit distribution with applied cyclic load for both Tests 12
and 13, shown in Figure 4-63 Figure 4-66, it can be seen that the AE signals
were generated at a crack length of 100 mm until final failure. The sources of
the AE signals are not known; however, one potential source could be overload
fracture [110], where the fracture process occurs almost instantaneously.
The Amplitude distribution of AE signals observed in the various trends of
AE Hit distribution with applied loading range for Tests 1 to 7 was presented
in Section 5.1 and illustrated in Figure 5-4. It was also quite interesting to
note that even for nominal identical loading conditions AE signals associated
with Trend 2 were of greater amplitudes, compared with the other groups of
signals in the tests, which is favourable to more accurate timing measurements
using the first threshold crossing method. Furthermore, superior 1D location
accuracy was also observed for the group of signals in Trend 1 as shown in
Figure 5-3, which strongly suggests their viability in reliably locating fatigue
crack damage. These findings are somewhat contrary to the common notion
that AE signals produced during the lower 60% of the loading range are mainly
of the continuous type and considered as ‘noise’ [46; 55].
7.4 Effects of loading parameters and geome-
try
The effects of loading parameters and geometry of samples in the various tests
are summarised in Table 7.1 in terms of the averaged total number of AE
signals recorded for periods of crack growth corresponding to the stages in AE
generation from fatigue crack growth in SEN samples as described in page 85
and presented in Figure 4-21. Stage 1 was considered to be for crack lengths
less than 20 mm, Stage 2 for crack lengths between 20 – 55 mm, Stage 3 was
between 55 – 70 mm and subsequent crack growth leading to final failure for
Stage 4. Comparisons were made against the averaged total AE Hits obtained
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in the Tests 1 to 7 performed with a nominal stress range of 52.2 MPa and
stress ratio of 0.1 on SEN samples.
In the case of MT samples, comparisons were made in the averaged total num-
ber of AE signals recorded for crack growth at lengths less than 20 mm, desig-
nated ‘Stage 1’ in Table 7-2, and for subsequent growth leading to final failure
which was designated ‘Stage 2’ in Table 7-2. The nominal loading configuration
was considered to be a stress range of 52.2 MPa and stress ratio of 0.1.
Table 7.2: Summary of the effects of loading parameters and sample
geometry on AE generation from fatigue crack showing the averaged total AE
signals for different periods of crack growth
Load Geometry Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4
parameter (10-20) mm (20-55) mm (55-70) mm
Nominal SEN 12852 2796 2203 4524
(∆σ=52.2
MPa; R=0.1)
Reduced SEN 162894 243425 7650 4655
stress range
Increased SEN 264 1862 964
stress ratio
Variable SEN 264 1862 964
amplitude
loading
Nominal MT 1392 3320
(∆σ=52.2
MPa; R=0.1)
Reduced MT 417026 29677
stress range
Reduction of stress range from the nominal value of 52.2 MPa at a constant
stress ratio of 0.1 brought about a marked increase in the AE Hit rates for the
majority of crack growth in both cases of SEN and MT samples. For Tests 12
to 14 performed on SEN samples with a reduced stress range of 27 MPa and
stress ratio of 0.1, an increase by a factor of 12 and 87 respectively for Stages 1
and 2 was observed compared to the averaged total AE Hits at similar lengths
of crack growth in Tests 1 to 7. This increase was mainly observed for the AE
signals associated with Trend 1 in the distribution of AE signals with applied
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load, as shown in Figure 7-4 Figure 4-21 where it can be seen that the hit rates
at every given crack length for the AE signals associated with Trend 1 varied
by less than a factor of 1, in comparison to the data recorded across the entire
loading range. This behaviour can be expected, as the applied stress range
is reduced and consequently the crack opening displacement, there would be
greater propensity for the fracture surfaces to come into contact under fatigue
loading at a constant stress ratio.
For Stages 3 and 4 in Tests 12 to 14, the averaged total AE Hits were more
comparable with an increase by a factor of 3 in Stage 3 and almost identical
values observed in Stage 4.
Similar increase was also observed for Test 15 performed on an MT sample with
reduced stress range of 27 MPa and stress ratio of 0.1. For crack lengths less
than 20 mm the averaged total AE hits was seen to increase by a factor of 299.
As can be seen in Figure 4-69 Figure 4-70 which shows the distribution of AE
signals with applied load, the vast majority AE signals in this period of crack
growth were generated below 60% of the maximum stress in the loading range;
this finding is also agreeable to the calculated normalised crack opening stress
which was 53% for a maximum stress of 30 MPa. Therefore, the increase in
AE signals at these crack lengths can be attributed to the prevalence of crack
closure effects.
For subsequent crack growth until final failure significantly fewer AE signals
were recorded compared with the preceding period of crack growth. Nonethe-
less, in comparison to similar periods of crack growth in Tests 13 and 14, an
increase by a factor of 8 was observed.
An increase in the stress ratio to 0.5 in Test 16 performed on an SEN sample
brought about a decrease in the total number of AE Hits by a factor of 4
compared to the averaged total AE Hits in Tests 1 to 7. The major difference
was seen in the previously observed AE signals associated with Trend 1 in the
distribution of AE signals with applied load which were completely absent in
the case of Test 16, as can be seen in Figure 4-71 Figure 4-72. These findings
are in line with previous observations for tests performed with stress ratio of
0.1, because as the stress ratio is increased and consequently the crack opening
displacement, there would be less propensity for the fracture surfaces to come
into contact under fatigue loading.
The outcome of Test 18 performed on an SEN sample under variable amplitude
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loading was quite similar to Test 16 performed with stress ratio of 0.5 in terms
of the absence of AE signals produced that are nominally classified as ‘Trend
1’. It should be noted that the FALSTAFF spectrum used in Test 18 was
formatted to suit the load capacity of the test machine, described in Section
3.2.2, and as a result the stress ratio of the load cycles was increased compared
with the original form of the spectrum. Figure 3-7 illustrates the Rain-flow
count for one sequence of the formatted FALSTAFF load spectrum where it
can be seen that the majority of stress cycles had a stress ratio of about 0.7.
In Table 7-2, it can be seen that the averaged total AE Hits in Stages 1 to 3
was less than those observed in Tests 1 to 7, under nominal load conditions,
by a factor of 1168, 11 and 2 respectively, while an increase was observed in
Stage 4 by a factor of 2.
The effect of a change in sample geometry from SEN to MT was not very clear
in the tests performed with stress range of 52.2 MPa. However, for the tests
performed with reduced stress range of 27 MPa much clearer distinctions can
be made because many more AE signals appeared to be generated. The main
difference can be seen in the almost complete absence of AE signals generated
from crack lengths between 20 mm until just before final failure in the MT
samples, compared with those for SEN samples. A complete explanation for
this difference in behaviour is not known.
7.5 Novel approach for fatigue crack length es-
timation
A new approach for fatigue crack growth prediction was developed based on
the characteristics of Trend 1 observed in Tests 1 to 7, illustrated in Figure
4.49, where the AE signals were seen to be generated at increasingly reduced
levels of applied load with crack growth. It relates the average normalised
loads at which AE signals occur in the loading range with crack growth.
The first step in this process was performed by normalising the values of stress
for all the detected AE signals in Tests 1 to 7 for crack lengths between 20 –
80 mm.
A linear best-fit model was determined for the combined AE data for Tests 1
to 7 and the results are show in Figure 7-7, with indications of 95% upper and
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lower confidence limits. This clearly captures the trend of AE signals occurring
at increasingly reduced loads with increasing crack length as observed in the
tests performed on the SEN samples.
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Figure 7.7: AE Hits occurring in normalised stress cycles at various crack
lengths
The derived model was compared against AE data recorded in Tests 12 and
14 performed on SEN samples, despite being conducted with a stress range of
27 MPa and stress ratio of 0.1. This was performed using Equation 7-7 which
is the inverse expression for the derived linear model. The input variable of
normalised stress range as an average of the stress values at which the AE
signals occur in the nominal region of Trend 1, which is in the lower 66% of
the stress range, as expressed in Equation 7-8, for the period of crack growth
under consideration.
α =
ML(i)− 0.407
−0.004 (7.7)
And,
ML(i) =
1
n
[
n∑
x=1
L(x; l)i
]
∩ l < q (7.8)
Where,
a - Estimated crack length
ML - Averaged load
n - AE signal index
L - Measure load
a - 66% of maximum stress range
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The results of this process performed on AE data recorded by the various
sensor pairs are shown in Figure 7-8, where a close agreement between the
derived model and the calculated data points can be seen, particularly for Test
12, with the majority of calculated data points located within the confidence
bounds, although there were a few outliers.
A comparison of the estimated crack lengths with the actual crack for the
various sensor location groups and the results are shown Figure 7-9. It can be
seen that identical estimates are obtained for AE data monitored by different
location groups in a test sample. The errors in each of these estimates were
calculated and shown in Figure 7-10, where errors of less than 5 mm were
obtained for both location groups in Test 12, although larger errors up to 20
mm were obtained for crack lengths up to 28 mm. On the other hand, larger
errors up to 20 mm were obtained for both sensor location groups in Test 14.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of the averaged normalised stress where AE signals
are generated for Tests 12 and 14 with the derived linear model from Tests 1
to 7
This proposed approach for fatigue crack length estimation is highly dependent
on the loading configuration as well as geometry of the subject component,
thereby limiting its range of application. In the case of the model derived in
this work, it would be only be applicable to cases of cracks emanating from
the edge of thin samples under tensile loading.
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Figure 7.9: Crack length estimation using derived model
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Figure 7.10: Errors in crack length estimation using derived model at various
crack lengths
Prognostic methods are either physics-based where the accuracy of predictions
is a function of the level of understanding of the underlying physical principles
or data-driven, where the accuracy of predictions is a function of the amount
or quality of data utilised. The model derived in this thesis is data-driven and
can benefit from more using more data which would minimise errors obtained
in crack length estimates. Also, modifications can be made such as deriving
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a nonlinear model or perhaps incorporating methods such as a Kalman filter
which can be used to determine a statistically optimal estimate of the under-
lying state of a time-dependent system [111].
7.6 AE system installation in realistic struc-
tures
Installing an AE system to perform structural health monitoring tasks in a re-
alistic structure would imply very restricted or no access to it and the reliability
of the system during operation needs to be known before hand. The fatigue
processes underlying AE generation during crack growth in the structural com-
ponent of interest is a significant factor that would influence the output of the
AE system. The behaviour of AE signals generated in a structural compo-
nent can be characterised but may change after assembly with other structural
components, for example in terms of their propagating wave velocities.
During the tests performed on the wing-box structure, it was observed that
wave velocity property in the assembled structure was significantly different
from that obtained for the aluminium spar alone. This was expected given
the change in geometry with the combined thickness of the spar and skin.
The wave velocity of AE signals propagating in the representative wing-box
structure was characterised using an acousto-ultrasonic method and the value
obtained was used to detect and locate the ‘hidden’ fatigue crack source.
Comparing the peak in each of the distributions with the position of the actual
crack, the location accuracy was found to be within 6 mm in Test 1, shown
in Figure 6-1, and 24 mm in Test 2, as shown in Figure 6-5. The NDI results
verified that the other holes had not developed fatigue cracks, apart from Hole
9 which showed a crack-like indication with the Eddy Current technique, which
could not be confirmed using the ultrasonic and fluorescent penetrant methods.
The application of a standard aerospace sealant between them would have un-
doubtedly contributed in matching their acoustic impedance (ratio of acoustic
pressure to acoustic volume flow [112]) which is generally higher for fluid media
compared with air and aided AE signal coupling between the components. This
behaviour was even more evident in the fact that AE signals generated from
the crack on the test spar were detected by a pair of sensors on an adjacent
spar, which strongly suggests AE signal coupling between the spar and skin
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as well as transmission across the skin. This led to the possibility of perform-
ing 2D planar location of the seeded fatigue crack in a complex 3D structure,
which shows some potential for global area monitoring with a reduced sensor
set based on the transmission path characteristics of the structure. The accu-
racy of such a system would however be greatly dependent on the accuracy in
estimating the wave velocity of the different materials in the propagation path.
Demonstration of such capability of the AE technique in wide area coverage
in a complex 3D structure was not been encountered in available literature.
This forms another unique aspect of this thesis, where the currently known
capability of such a popular technique has been extended with validated results.
Also, in realistic structures there is the possibility of several AE sources being
present in a particular region of interest. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
alongside k-means clustering can be used in performing AE signal discrimina-
tion as described in Sections 2.4.3.1 and 2.4.3.2 respectively. These methods
were applied to AE data from different sources in coupon samples as a function
of their propagation distances; it was found that the distance travelled by the
signal had a significant effect on the outcome of their classification. This obser-
vation was made in the case where AE signals generated from PLBs performed
at distributed locations across the area of test samples with different sensor
locations as shown in Figure 5-9. It was found that although the signals were
produced from the same source type, there was visible separation between the
signals as a function of the different sensor configurations.
Performing this analysis on data recorded by a single sensor reduced this effect
as suggested in Eaton et al. (2011) [113]. This can be seen in Figure 5-11
where AE signals from PLBs with different propagation distances to a sensor
at fixed location showed even visible separation between the different groups.
However it was also found that the ability of this method to correctly dis-
tinguish between AE signals from different sources is more sensitive to the
effects of propagation distances than the inherent characteristics of different
AE sources. This observation was made in the instance where AE signals
generated from Pencil Lead Breaks (PLBs) performed across the span of the
test machine grip location and those from test machine grip fretting against
the sample was analysed, as presented in Figure 5-13 and Table 5-2. It was
observed that an error of 39% was obtained in correctly classifying the AE
signals from PLBs compared to the case where the same sources of AE sig-
nals were considered with different propagation distances and no classification
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errors were found. Similar observations were made in other cases considering
AE signals from PLBs and fatigue crack growth as shown in Figure 5-12Figure
5-14 as well as Table 5-1 Table 5-3 were errors up to 61% were found. This
behaviour diminishes the effectiveness of PCA for AE source classification.
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Conclusions and Contributions
1. There was significant variation in AE Hit rates at particular crack lengths
across different samples in tests performed under nominally identical con-
ditions. In a series of 7 tests the cumulative number of AE signals de-
tected during crack growth between crack lengths of 10 - 20 mm varied
from 0 - 36362. The POH metric developed can be used to quantify the
reliability of fatigue crack detection in potential SHM installations.
2. Common trends could be identified in almost all samples. There was sig-
nificant variation in AE Hit rates with crack growth. The mean number
of AE signals detected from the onset of crack growth up to a length of
25 mm was as high as 1600 AE Hits/mm but rapidly declined to less
than 30 AE Hits/mm until a crack length of 55 mm where they were
up to 120 AE Hits/mm for subsequent growth until final failure. This
has implications of periods of crack growth with significantly reduced
opportunity of crack detection in potential SHM applications.
3. For particular periods of crack growth a reduction in applied stress range
resulted in an increase in AE Hit rates by a factor of 12, increase in
stress ratio resulted in a reduction by a factor of 9 and a change in
sample geometry resulted in an increase by a factor of 32. All of these
observations are consistent with changes in crack closure effects. This
has implications on the loading and geometric conditions necessary for
optimal use of the AE technique in SHM applications.
4. Analysis of AE Hit distribution with applied load showed that the major-
ity of AE signals generated during fatigue crack growth are produced in
the lower two-thirds of the stress range and can be associated with crack
closure. Changes in loading and sample geometry parameters brought
about corresponding changes in the intensity of this group of signals.
Time of flight location estimates showed that they occurred both at the
crack tip and crack mouth. This demonstrates the added potential of
loads monitoring alongside AE monitoring for fatigue crack damage di-
agnosis.
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5. Similar analysis of AE Hit distribution with applied load showed that the
group of AE signals produced close to the maximum stress are dependent
on the turning points of the stress cycles rather than particular maximum
values of stress.
6. A new approach for fatigue crack length estimation based on monitor-
ing loads corresponding with AE signal generation has been developed.
Predictions can be obtained with increasing performance with errors of
80% at crack lengths around 25 mm and less than 10% at crack lengths
around 80 mm. This significantly extends the capability of the AE tech-
nique in performing prognostics where remaining useful life estimates of
a component can be obtained.
7. The amplitudes of the signals associated with crack closure were greater
than those of the other signals produced in the tests and as a result
more superior accuracy in location estimation can be achieved with errors
less than 30 mm at 90% cumulative, compared to the locations errors
obtained with the AE signals occurring close to the maximum of the
load cycles which was 68 mm at 90% cumulative frequency, using the
first threshold crossing method for signal detection.
8. AE signal classification based on the Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) and k-means clustering is more sensitive to signal propagation
distance than differences in inherent characteristics of the AE signals
generated from different sources, which can lead to classification errors
up to 60%.
9. The AE technique was able to detect and locate a ‘hidden’ fatigue crack
in complex wing-box structure with 1D location accuracy between 6 – 24
mm.
10. The 2D location estimates of the ’hidden’ fatigue crack demonstrated
the feasibility of exploiting complex propagation paths of AE signals in
intricate structures to enable wide area sensing coverage with a reduced
sensor set. The accuracy was found to be within 50 mm of the distribu-
tion peak in location estimates.
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Future Work
The work done in this thesis should be extended to other materials, sample
geometries and loading configuration to establish the effects of such changes
on AE generation and consequently the reliability of the AE technique. Also,
development of finite element modelling approaches alongside experiments for
even further understanding of the AE signal propagation and detection pro-
cess. This can be used to characterise the reliability of the AE technique for
sensors positioned at different locations which can inform the optimal choice
in a particular installation.
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Survey of SHM Techniques
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is the process of implementing contin-
uous or on-demand diagnosis of structural integrity as well as damage detec-
tion via permanently installed sensors. This is an enabler for condition based
maintenance where a structure is only taken out of service when repair and
maintenance is needed hence eliminating costly and unnecessary precaution-
ary inspections. The potential benefits include reduced maintenance cost, as
well as minimising errors due to human factors by using automated sensing
data acquisition and analysis. The benefits of SHM can be valuable in sev-
eral industries including civil, aerospace, marine and transport, where safety
and reliability is essential. This scope of this thesis is however focused on the
aerospace sector.
Significant research effort in SHM has been devoted to aerospace structures
over the last 30 years [114]. As a result, a plethora of techniques with various
levels of capability have been developed. A majority of the SHM techniques
have overlapping underlying principles, methods of implementation and signal
processing techniques. The pyramid structure for classifying SHM techniques,
shown below, is used to derive a representative snapshot of the state of SHM
techniques with clear distinction between them.
Signal processing
Methodology
Principle
Figure A.1: Pyramid for SHM techniques classification
As Figure A-1 illustrates with its narrow tip, there is a limited set of principles
which SHM techniques are derived from and significantly more methods of
implementation and signal processing operations applied based on these set
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of principles. The clearest distinction between SHM techniques can be seen
at the principle level which can be broadly classified as: stress and ultrasonic
waves, vibration, impedance and continuity measurements.
Stress and ultrasonic waves-based techniques use a variety of methods to gen-
erate guided waves which either inherently carry structural state signatures
or interact with structural features and defects to give structural health in-
formation [22-28; 115; 116]. Vibration-based techniques on the other hand,
correlates a structures vibration response to the presence of damage [117; 118],
while impedance sensors use impedance measurements and continuity sensors
measure a break in continuity of a sensing parameter to correlate with failure
modes [119-124]. A selection of popular SHM techniques classified according
to their underlying physical principle is outlined in Figure A-2.
Ultrasonic Vibration Impedance Continuity
- Acoustic Emission
- Non linear
  Ultrasonic
- Cross correlation
  of Diffused Fields
  (CDF)
- SMART layer
- Embedded
  Ultrasonic Structural
  Radar (EUSR)
- Ultrasonic
  tomography
- Modal Strain
  Energy Change
  (MSEC)
- Electromechanical
  Impedance (EMI)
- Eddy Current
- Non linear
  Electromechanical
  Impedance
- Magneto-mechanical
  Impedance
- Comparative
  Vacuum Monitoring
  (CVM)
- Electrical Crack
  Guage
Figure A.2: A selection of SHM technique classified in terms of underlying
physical principle
A qualitative study was performed to compare the performance of the collection
of SHM techniques shown in Figure 2.18 based on a set of criteria for effective
operation in aerospace applications which are highlighted below;
• Accuracy: The capability of derived parameters to characterize damage
in terms of size (percentage variation) and location (mm) with a certain
degree of confidence will be factors considered for this criterion; estab-
lishing the relationship between damage progression and the acquired
parameter.
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• Sensitivity: This criterion is assessed based on the smallest detectable
defect size (mm), type and the availability of associated probabilities of
detection (POD) for a range of defect sizes. In the case of POD, scores
are awarded in a binary fashion; maximum scores will be awarded to
the techniques with POD curves available and minimum scores awarded
otherwise.
• Weight, volume and sensor density: Savings in this context could
potentially translate into savings in fuel costs or perhaps freeing-up phys-
ical space, creating allowance for other purposes. Estimated weight (Kg),
volume (mm3) and sensor density (sensor/m2) for sensing and data com-
munication techniques are considered for this criterion. In the case of
communication media, scores are awarded in a binary fashion; maximum
scores will be awarded to the techniques with wireless media and mini-
mum scores awarded for wired media.
The results of the survey are given in Table 2.1 which shows values of reported
performance of the techniques considered. Where information was unavailable
the fields were left blank. It can be seen from the results that the majority
of techniques are sensitive to damage sizes less than 1 mm. This would be
considered excellent by the standards of current NDT operations, and bodes
well for the eventual use of any of these approaches to damage detection in a
health monitoring or prognostic application.
Also it can be seen that, with the exception of sensitivity to defects, there is
a lack of quantitative information on the other aspects of performance consid-
ered; indicating a lopsided trend of development in SHM techniques. Informa-
tion on their POD is especially important as this metric is used to characterise
and certify NDT techniques in aerospace applications. The Eddy Current and
Comparative Vacuum Gauge techniques were however observed to have the
most comprehensive quantitative information and the Cross-correlation of Dif-
fuse Fields technique was the least documented.
Acoustic emission by virtue of its maturity has some data available but is
notably deficient in POD or equivalent metric of representing the techniques
performance. This void can be filled by understanding and characterizing the
variability in obtaining and processing measurements; which will give values
of confidence that can be expressed in probability densities. The acoustic
emission technique was hence chosen as the main focus of this thesis.
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Table A.1: Summary of the reported performance of SHM techniques
Monitoring Sensitivity POD Location accuracy
Techniques (mm) (mm) (mm)
Acoustic Emission (AE) 0.55 [101] Unavailable 14 [27]
Guided ultrasonic 0.3 [125] 0.3 [125] Unavailable
Non linear ultrasonic 0.5 [126] Unavailable Unavailable
Cross-correlation of 0.63 [127] Unavailable Unavailable
Diffuse Fields (CDF)
Embedded Ultrasonic 1.57 [128] Unavailable Unavailable
Structural Radar
(EUSR)
Modal Strain Energy 6 [129] Unavailable Unavailable
Change (MSEC)
Electro-Mechanical 5 [130] Unavailable Unavailable
Impedance (EMI)
Eddy Current 0.25 [119] 2 [131]
Comparative Vacuum 0.58 [120] 0.58 [120] Unavailable
Monitoring (CVM)
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Tensile Tests
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Figure B.1: Stress-strain curve for samples from Batch 1 material
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Figure B.2: Stress-strain curve for samples from Batch 2 material
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Figure B.3: Stress-strain curve for samples from Batch 3 material
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Crack growth data
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Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Crack length
(mm)
Cycles Crack length
(mm)
Cycles Crack length
(mm)
Cycles
11 11682 11 17882 11 11751
12 16722 12 26382 12 18351
13 20442 13 34081 13 25671
14 24522 14 41081 14 30591
15 28002 15 45482 15 35391
16 31722 16 49282 16 40191
17 34962 17 53282 17 44991
18 37962 18 59282 18 47991
19 40482 19 64082 19 51591
20 42882 20 68282 20 54111
21 45402 21 70682 21 57111
22 47922 22 74282 22 59631
23 49842 23 77281 23 62631
24 51762 24 80393 24 65031
25 53562 25 82793 25 67551
26 55122 26 85193 26 69351
27 57042 27 87882 27 71391
28 58842 28 90282 28 72951
29 60402 29 92183 29 74271
30 61482 30 94583 30 75471
31 62202 31 95783 31 76571
32 63042 32 98183 32 77871
33 64122 33 99983 33 79071
34 65442 34 101183 34 80221
35 66282 35 102383 35 81171
36 67242 36 103383 36 82071
37 68082 37 104283 37 83121
38 68442 38 104923 38 84021
39 68922 39 105553 39 84871
40 69522 40 106163 40 85671
41 70122 41 106763 41 86121
42 70602 42 107443 42 86501
43 71202 43 108043 43 86881
44 71562 44 108403 44 87191
45 72042 45 108883 45 87471
46 72402 46 109343 46 88221
47 72642 47 109783 47 88871
48 73002 48 110243 48 89471
49 73362 49 110703 49 89971
50 73602 50 111043 50 90471
51 73842 51 111333 51 91388
52 74082 52 111573 52 92238
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53 74322 53 111813 53 92988
54 74442 54 112013 54 93328
55 74702 55 112273 55 93589
56 74922 56 112493 56 93709
57 75062 57 112633 57 93969
58 75262 58 112833 58 94189
59 75382 59 112953 59 94329
60 75522 60 113093 60 94529
61 75682 61 113253 61 94649
62 75802 62 113373 62 94789
63 75922 63 113493 63 94949
64 76042 64 113613 64 95069
65 76142 65 113713 65 95189
66 76182 66 113753 66 95309
67 76362 67 113933 67 95409
68 76402 68 113973 68 95589
69 76442 69 114013 69 95629
70 76522 70 114093 70 95669
71 76602 71 114173 71 95749
72 76642 72 114213 72 95829
73 76722 73 114293 73 95869
74 76762 74 114333 74 95949
75 76802 75 114373 75 95989
76 76850 76 114421 76 96029
77 76890 77 114461 77 96077
78 76930 78 114501 78 96117
79 76962 79 114533 79 96157
80 76982 80 114553 80 96189
81 77010 81 114581 81 96209
82 77034 82 114605 82 96237
83 77062 83 114633 83 96261
84 77082 84 114653 84 96289
85 77102 85 114673 85 96309
86 77122 86 114693 86 96329
87 77142 87 114713 87 96349
88 77158 88 114729 88 96369
89 77170 89 114741 89 96385
90 77190 90 114761 90 96397
91 77198 91 114769 91 96417
92 77206 92 114777 92 96425
93 77214 93 114785 93 96433
94 77226 94 114797 94 96441
95 77234 95 114805 95 96453
96 77242 96 114813 96 96461
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98 77250 98 114821 98 96469
100 77258 100 114829 99 96477
102 77266 102 114837 100 96485
106 77278 106 114849 102 96493
112 77286 112 114857 106 96505
118 77294 121 114865 111 96513
115 96523
Test 4 Test 5 Test 6
Crack length
(mm)
Cycles Crack length
(mm)
Cycles Crack length
(mm)
Cycles
11 8209 11 12001 11 21353
12 13249 12 17521 12 26393
13 16969 13 22681 13 30113
14 21049 14 25801 14 34193
15 24529 15 28441 15 37673
16 28249 16 32041 16 41393
17 31489 17 35161 17 44633
18 34489 18 37681 18 47633
19 37009 19 40201 19 50153
20 39409 20 42481 20 52553
21 41929 21 44041 21 55073
22 44449 22 46441 22 57593
23 46369 23 48121 23 59513
24 48289 24 49561 24 61433
25 50089 25 51361 25 63233
26 51649 26 52681 26 64793
27 53569 27 53881 27 66713
28 55369 28 54481 28 68513
29 56929 29 56041 29 70073
30 58009 30 57001 30 71153
31 58729 31 58441 31 71873
32 59569 32 59161 32 72713
33 60649 33 60241 33 73793
34 61969 34 60601 34 75113
35 62809 35 61561 35 75953
36 63769 36 62161 36 76913
37 64609 37 63001 37 77753
38 64969 38 63361 38 78113
39 65449 39 63961 39 78593
40 66049 40 64321 40 79193
41 66649 41 65401 41 79793
42 67129 42 65761 42 80273
43 67729 43 66121 43 80873
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44 68089 44 66361 44 81233
45 68569 45 66721 45 81713
46 68929 46 67201 46 82073
47 69169 47 67441 47 82313
48 69529 48 67681 48 82673
49 69889 49 67921 49 83033
50 70129 50 68161 50 83273
51 70369 51 68401 51 83513
52 70609 52 68521 52 83753
53 70849 53 68881 53 83993
54 70969 54 69001 54 84113
55 71229 55 69121 55 84373
56 71449 56 69241 56 84593
57 71589 57 69361 57 84733
58 71789 58 69481 58 84933
59 71909 59 69601 59 85053
60 72049 60 69721 60 85193
61 72209 61 69841 61 85353
62 72329 62 69961 62 85473
63 72449 63 70081 63 85593
64 72569 64 70201 64 85713
65 72669 65 70321 65 85813
66 72709 66 70441 66 85853
67 72889 67 70501 67 86033
68 72929 68 70561 68 86073
69 72969 69 70681 69 86113
70 73049 70 70751 70 86193
71 73129 71 70801 71 86273
72 73169 72 70861 72 86313
73 73249 73 70921 73 86393
74 73289 74 70961 74 86433
75 73329 75 71011 75 86473
76 73377 76 71051 76 86521
77 73417 77 71091 77 86561
78 73457 78 71131 78 86601
79 73489 79 71161 79 86633
80 73509 80 71221 80 86653
81 73537 81 71251 81 86681
82 73561 82 71281 82 86705
83 73589 83 71301 83 86733
84 73609 84 71311 84 86753
85 73629 85 71331 85 86773
86 73649 86 71351 86 86793
87 73669 87 71371 87 86813
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88 73685 88 71391 88 86829
89 73697 89 71399 89 86841
90 73717 90 71411 90 86861
91 73725 91 71421 91 86869
92 73733 92 71431 92 86877
93 73741 93 71441 93 86885
94 73753 94 71451 94 86897
95 73761 96 71461 95 86905
96 73769 98 71471 96 86913
98 73777 100 71481 98 86921
100 73785 103 71491 100 86929
102 73793 106 71501 102 86937
106 73805 112 71510 106 86949
112 73813 112 86957
121 73821 121 86965
Test 7
Crack length
(mm)
Cycles Crack length
(mm)
Cycles
11 4942 55 72170
12 9442 56 72290
13 13642 57 72510
14 17642 61 73110
15 21242 62 73270
16 24742 63 73390
17 28042 64 73510
18 31042 65 73630
19 34042 66 73730
20 36562 67 73910
21 38962 68 73950
22 41482 69 73990
23 43782 70 74070
24 45882 71 74150
25 47782 72 74190
26 49382 73 74270
27 50982 74 74310
28 52382 75 74350
29 53702 76 74398
30 54902 77 74438
31 56002 78 74478
32 57202 79 74510
33 58352 80 74530
34 59352 81 74558
35 60302 82 74582
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36 61202 83 74610
37 62102 84 74630
38 62952 85 74650
39 63652 86 74670
40 64252 87 74690
41 64702 88 74706
42 65082 89 74718
43 65462 90 74738
44 65772 91 74746
45 66052 92 74754
46 66802 93 74762
47 67452 94 74774
48 68052 95 74782
49 68552 96 74790
50 69052 98 74798
51 69969 99 74806
52 70819 100 74814
53 71569 102 74826
54 71909 106 74834
58 72650 114 74844
59 72850
60 72970
Test 12 Test 13 Test 14
Crack length
(mm)
Cycles Crack length
(mm)
Cycles Crack length
(mm)
Cycles
12 277669 13 31709 12 76560
13 336709 14 90749 13 158280
14 378949 15 132989 14 210613
15 414469 16 168509 15 254893
16 443989 17 198029 16 286573
17 465829 18 219869 17 317893
18 488629 19 242669 18 344773
19 508909 20 262949 19 367093
20 521749 21 275789 20 383293
21 538549 22 292589 21 395293
22 552229 23 306269 22 417613
23 562189 24 316229 23 431533
24 576589 25 321569 24 443533
25 586669 26 332069 25 457333
26 598069 27 343229 26 472573
27 606949 28 353669 27 484813
28 617935 29 363989 28 489733
29 624175 30 372149 29 495853
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30 632335 31 379349 30 507253
31 639535 32 387629 31 514333
32 646495 33 393749 32 521533
33 653815 34 401981 33 530773
34 660175 35 407517 34 534973
35 665335 36 412957 35 541093
36 671335 37 420093 36 546253
37 677455 38 425645 37 550333
38 681775 39 431981 38 555493
39 685255 40 436429 39 561613
40 690535 41 439773 40 565333
41 695935 42 444045 41 571813
42 700015 43 448829 42 575053
43 704455 44 453309 43 580093
44 706615 45 457293 44 582733
45 710575 46 460333 45 587173
46 713815 47 464045 46 589813
47 716695 48 467805 47 593413
48 720895 49 471133 48 596773
49 724015 50 474765 49 600253
50 727015 51 477373 50 603253
51 729775 52 479421 51 605773
52 732415 53 482893 52 607933
53 734575 54 485533 53 610813
54 738055 55 487965 54 612973
55 740095 56 490189 55 615373
56 742135 57 492541 56 617773
57 743695 58 494237 57 620053
58 746215 59 496189 58 621853
59 747895 60 498045 59 624253
60 749815 61 499949 60 625813
61 751015 62 501533 61 627133
62 752935 63 503117 62 628733
63 754615 64 504701 63 630342
64 755850 65 506205 64 631782
65 757085 66 507661 65 633422
66 758320 67 508989 66 634662
67 759557 68 510221 67 636022
68 760997 69 511165 68 637062
69 762405 70 512525 69 638422
70 763333 71 513629 70 639622
71 764229 72 514573 71 640822
72 765413 73 515405 72 642102
73 766405 74 516365 73 642902
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74 767333 75 517293 74 643942
75 768325 76 518221 75 644782
76 769061 77 519053 76 645542
77 769893 78 519821 77 646262
78 770437 79 520365 78 646942
79 771237 80 521069 79 647582
80 771973 81 521501 80 648142
81 772517 82 521965 81 648782
82 773061 83 522573 82 649422
83 773573 84 523245 83 649942
84 773989 85 523661 84 650622
85 774629 86 524077 85 651222
86 775045 87 524525 86 651502
87 775525 88 524941 87 652002
88 776005 89 525437 88 652502
89 776357 90 525693 89 652595
90 776645 91 526077 90 652835
91 777029 92 526285 91 653107
92 777349 93 526685 92 653427
93 777669 94 526877 93 653779
94 777893 95 527165 94 654019
95 778149 96 527517 95 654211
96 778437 97 527725 96 654451
97 778757 98 527901 97 654643
98 779013 99 528101 98 654931
99 779237 100 528251 99 655043
100 779397 101 528455 100 655283
101 779621 102 528615 101 655411
102 779781 103 528789 102 655555
103 779973 104 528934 103 655715
104 780133 105 529094 104 655859
105 780293 106 529239 105 655971
106 780453 107 529367 106 656099
107 780581 108 529463 107 656227
108 780677 109 529591 108 656339
109 780805 110 529719 109 656403
110 780933 111 529815 110 656515
111 781029 112 529879 111 656595
112 781093 113 529975 112 656707
113 781189 114 530071 113 656771
114 781285 115 530135 114 656851
115 781349 116 530199 115 656915
116 781413 117 530263 116 656979
117 781477 118 530327 117 657043
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118 781541 119 530391 118 657091
119 781605 120 530423 119 657139
120 781637 121 530455 120 657171
121 781669 122 530519 121 657219
122 781733 123 530551 122 657251
123 781765 124 530615 123 657299
124 781829 125 530647 125 657347
125 781861 126 530679 126 657363
126 781893 127 530711 127 657395
127 781925 128 530743 128 657411
128 781957 129 530775 130 657459
129 781989 130 530807 131.5 657475
131 782021 131 530839 132.5 657493
133 782053 132 530871 134 657507
135 782085 133 530903 135 657523
138 782117 134 530935 137 657539
153 782149 150 530965 139.5 657555
143 657571
150 657587
Test 15 - MT
Crack length
(mm)
Cycles Crack length
(mm)
Cycles
11 15870 48 44380
12 19170 49 44380
13 25380 50 44380
14 30330 51 44380
15 35790 52 44380
16 40440 53 44380
17 44380 54 44380
18 44380 55 44380
19 44380 56 44380
20 44380 57 44380
21 44380 59 44380
22 44380 60 44380
23 44380 61 44380
24 44380 62 44380
25 44380 63 44380
26 44380 64 44380
27 44380 65 44380
28 44380 66 44380
29 44380 67 44380
30 44380 68 44380
31 44380 69 44380
163
32 44380 70 44380
33 44380 71 44380
34 44380 72 44380
35 44380 73 44380
36 44380 74 44380
37 44380 75 44380
38 44380 76 44380
39 44380 87 44380
40 44380 88 44380
41 44380 89 44380
42 44380 90 44380
43 44380 91 44380
44 44380 92 44380
45 44380 93 44380
46 44380 94 44380
47 44380 96 44380
104 112617
Test 16
Crack length
(mm)
Cycles Crack length
(mm)
Cycles
12.5 120 51 819280
13 111480 52 824240
14 174960 53 829200
15 240600 54 835440
16 271560 55 839880
17 338640 56 843960
18 381920 57 849120
19 425200 58 854400
20 468480 59 856320
21 511760 60 858720
22 528560 61 860520
23 549560 62 861300
24 578360 63 862080
25 607400 64 862860
26 624933 65 863640
27 642466 66 867720
28 660000 67 869760
29 664920 68 872380
30 669840 69 875040
31 674760 70 876960
32 688200 71 879120
164
33 697440 72 881280
34 706680 73 883320
35 711720 74 885360
36 723000 75 887160
37 728160 76 889200
38 741240 77 891360
39 744360 78 892784
40 754680 79 894208
41 761760 80 895632
42 768960 81 897056
43 772080 82 898480
44 781440 83 899904
45 787560 84 901328
46 792720 85 902752
47 797880 86 904176
48 803520 87 905600
49 809160 88 907024
50 814320 89 908448
90 909876
165
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